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ABSTRACT

This study is an attempt to explicate the maturing 
poetic vision of James Thomson ("B.V.11) through an examina
tion of the development of his ideas as they are given 
definition by the love poems in particulars It is assumed 
here that the love poems* taken in their chronological 
order* reveal a constant and organic development of thought® 
Thomson®s poetic vision is seen to mature from sentimental 
emotionalism to a level of intellectual honesty and moral 
integrity in three phases* beginning with a vision of his 
sweetheart as an angel who will match the earthly forces 
of Time and Circumstance9 changing into the vision of a 
siren when the angel fails to accomplish her task* and 
culminating in the vision of a mere shadow when the poet* 
in calm resolution* fully accepts the consequences of Time 
and Circumstanceo The principal method* then* will be an 
examination of the poems themselves * although Thomson® s 
essays are also consulted® The opinions of Thomson8 s 
biographers and critics are cited whenever they provide 
information on the poet8 s social and intellectual back
ground or other formative influences»



CHAPTER I

Xntrodttctiera

The poetic vision of James Thomson (‘'BoVo11) matures 
in three distinct phases, beginning with his faith in the 
power of love to match the. forces of Time and Circumstance0 
changing into a sense ©f betrayal when it fails to do so,, 
and culminating in a quiet resolution in which the poet 
fully accepts the consequences of Time and Circumstance® 
This study is an attempt to explicate Thomson9 s development 
as a poet through an examination of the three phases as 
they are given definition by his love poetry® The pattern 
of this development of the poetic vision will be set forth 
in the light of Thomson8 s intellectual surroundings and 
influences, and references will be made to the historical 
frame to which it belongs® It is here assumed that the . 
love poems, taken in their chronological order, reveal a 
generally consistent and organic development of thought® 
Therefore, the poems dealing with the love theme will be 
examined in the order of their appearance, and a config
uration of meaning will thereby be traced in its develop
ment o In short, there.will be a description of Thomson9 s 
maturing poetic vision based upon an examination of the 
meaning of his love poems, organized around his vision of



Ms: lev.e as first a# amgel8. then a siren, and finally a 
shadowo

The three phases in Thoms©n8 s development defined 
by the love poems correspond t@ three approximate tem= 
year periods from the first appearance of the poems in 
I852 mmtll the poet 8s tragi.® death in 18820 The three 
divisions are., of oomrse 8 somewhat artificial, and the 
phases are not definitely exclmsive of one another0 H®w= 
ever0 because the image of Thomson8 s early love takes 
three forms, beearnse the. poet8s own life may be divided 
into, three periods, beeatase Thomson8s work, exhibits three 
successive qualities„ and because the poet relates to- his 
age in three comsecmtive ways the division of the love 
poems into, three groups is meaningful, and provides am 
organisation which will best - reveal Thomson8 s. mataring 
poeti© visio.no

The grouping of the .love-- poems- -imto.' three'.categories 
was phrophesied by Thomsom. himself 1m "A. Lady of Sorrow,18 
a prose piece written in l8Sh (bat which .oddly enough 
predicts his own history for twenty years after that.date)0 
In that selection, the poet refers, to the- imag©-.,of his dead 
sweetheart as initially an angel who guided.,him- from 
earth8 s turmoil to heavenly bliss g '-The pure--girl- was 
become am angel0 0 o o She■ -would take me by the hand, 
sometimes impr.essimg• a- kiss, - which was an ample . anodyne, 
upon my world-weary brow, and . lead,.me-.-away f loating
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calmly thr©Hgh the. infinite highth and depth and hreadth9 
from galaxy to galaxy* from silver star to star»" Thomson 
then admits that during this first stage "there was a 
perfect interfusion of soul with soul0M The poet was 
essentially optimistic because even though his sweetheart 
had dieda her immortal soul appeared to offer him inspir
ation and comforts The subject of these poems is Matilda 
Weller* a girl of fourteen with whom Thomson* when eighteen9 
fell in love and to whom he became unofficially engaged,, 
Unfortunately9 the girl died within a year* and with her 
death came Thomson0s poetry* The young poet* having been 
brought up under the influence of an Irvingite mother who 
required her son to memorize catechisms and live thereby* 
naturally turned for comfort to the concept of the immor
tality of the souls The poems of the early period show 
Thomson in his efforts to establish some degree of genuine 
communication between himself and Matilda8s immortal souls 
Meanwhile* the poet lost' his position as schoolteacher in 
the army* But in spite of this fact* his opportunities 
for economic security were made favorable by the influence 
of Charles Bradlaugh* a friend who introduced Thomson into 
the world of the free-lance writer* and who gave him a 
position with the National.Reformers The love poetry that 
"BsV." wrote (but which went unpublished) expressed his 
conviction that Matilda8s soul was immortal* and since his 
work in London was promising* he continued to live in what



ke later saw as delasiGsu His peetry was immersed im tke 
traditiem ef eeertly-leve.0 partly im imitatiem of Skelley0 
aad partly beeaase there, was a general revival of this 
tradition, im tke mimetSemth oemtary0

,v But by iSSte the love poems ' show that this delmslea 
was breaking dowmo The poet was mot being led from galaxy 
to galaxy 0 and be earns e. he felt me "interfasien of seel with 
seel,*, he says, im *A Lady ef. Sorrow,, ** that the image of 
the aagel became that of a sirem0 Thoms®m says he was 
lured into seeing "sights that are abominable" by what 
was ©.race thought to be am angel but what proved to be a 
"foul wrinkled hag011 The poet never received a response 
from the angel and probably felt ©heated when he thought.of 
how. Bante9 whom Thomson read until he knew him almost by 
heart*^ was given inspiration and salvation through 
Beatrice* or of how Hovalis (Triedrioh Leopold Hardenberg)0 
with whom felt much in common (and so incorporated
the anagram, of Hovalis into his own pen name* Bysshe. 
Vanolisv ) * survived the death of his fifteen=year«=old 
bethrothed* Sophie von Kuhn* because of the mystical 
contemplation and. communion arising therefrom,, 6®rase~ 
quemtly* because Thomson felt neither of these comforts * 
the early vision of Matilda Weller as an angel who would

lo Ho So Salt* The Life of James Thomson. C."BoV 0m)
(London* 191&) * Po 156 <=■= hereafter referred to as-.:Salt* •..



brlag the ■ yeiaiag poet eeaselatiom vaaishedo .Instead^ 
Th@ms©tt. felt blttero The. ceaeept ©f the Immertal seal 
was dropped, jast as was the belief la a personal Qed<>
Met ealy did. Themsem feel isolated from the iamer.tal seal, 
ef his sweetheart0 bat his life in Lemdem was beeemiBg 
amsatlsfaete ry: the peet.ffs employment.proved amsteady$ 
his tendency toward alcoholism beeame stronger§ the 
intense gloom of the. elty it self ,0 eombimed with the 
poverty of Thomsong. foreed the poet into despair* His 
poems take, on a bitter tone as the. image of the angel of 
whom Thomson enee had snoh a vivid mental pi©tnre.0 loses 
its .visnal. quality and is replaced by the siren who has. 
mo apparent, mental image0 but whose reality resides in 
her emotional effeeto The coartly=leve tradition finds 
no fertile soil here® Btat because this tradition is 
still indulged in by other nineteenth century poetse 
Thomson isolates himself.from, the popular mode0

Yet in another ten years* as Thomson unknowingly 
predicts in “A Lady of Sorrow*11. the siren loses her power 
and only a shadow of the former image remains« ©nee “B oY* 
totally rejected the. belief in God and.the immortality of 
the soul* he found, mo justification for his bitterness* 
and his poetry matures into its final stage of calm re@©= 
lutiea and passionless eontemplatioBo. The. effect of the 
image consists in no more than a vague * indirect influence 
much like, (as Thomson says), the darkness of night which
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perirad.es the air0 The poet feels mo strong emetiem. te =
wards this third form of the images but accepts the ■ gloom
it brings with calm resolmtlom amd i®telle@tmal mader™
stamdiago. .By. 1878 Thomsoa .eaa admit of his lev* that

Yo.b would .have- kept me from the desert saads 0 
Bestrew® with hleaohlmg beaes,.

Amd led me through the frieadly fertile lauds„
Amd ehauged my weary moaas 

To hymas of triumph and enraptured love0 
Amd made our earth as rich as Heazrea- above*

. (Salt, p* 13)
As he is resigmed to lost love„ he beoomes similarly re
signed to .his poverty-s his obscurity0 his alcohelism8 amd 
his gloomy dwelling in oppressive. London* Thomson feels 
isolated.from the popular 111erature0 .but aeeepts this 
condition* His own work, however, reaches its highest 
achievements being devoid of delusion or bitterness* His 
last poems exhibit a profound intellectual honesty, and in 
their cold logic achieve high art * bBoT*m realised com
pletely, that there is no cause for regret or disappoint
ment 5 he fully accepts the consequences of time and circum
stance, forces against .which, man has me defence except 
submission and calm resolution*

The early expression of the love theme by .Thomson' 
was in accord with the popular motif expressed about the 
middle of the nineteenth century, when the regard for

2..0. Hugh Walker, The Literature of the Victorian 
Bra (Cambridge, 19.21), p.* 378, —  hereafter referred to 
as Hugh Walker*



women contained a large element of unreality0 Tiiomson8s 
long struggle9 revealed by an appreciation of his adapta
tion of means to ends in his literary creation* involves 
the central image of the beautiful but distant woman*
This central image * which becomes the poet's means* 
appears in the poems of as Matilda Weller* the
dead sweetheart* The tradition behind the use of the 
beautiful woman as the literary symbol to reconcile the 
spiritual element with the material reality is a great 
one* It would easily interest a young poet* since operat
ing within the security of a firmly established tradition 
always adds a degree of stability to immature work*

The development of this first phase* and the 
further expression of the central image in the following 
two phases* occurs through the use of allegory* This 
poetic device lends itself to the treatment of the unreal 
image of Matilda Weller and it"is probably because the 
artist's arrangement and stylization of his environment* 
developed to deal with the unsettling problems posed by 
time and circumstance* results in imaginative works that 
Thomson found in allegory the means by which to embody his 
poetic vision* Allegory* as Thomson uses it* is the 
expression of a state of mind in terms of observable real
ities* The 11 as-if11 world is described by the M as-is11 
world* Allegory works only if the projected ideal presents 
an authority made credible through manifold analogies that
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channel many aspects of cbsenrable realities lato one 
dramatic aspectg which is the pcet8s individualistic 
mcdeo This authority is established only if the allegery 
is given0 as. Edwin Hcnig says9 "a vital symbolic- structure 
that is communicable in terms of centemporary actualityo11̂  
Allegory arose0 according to 60 §.» Lewisg with the concept, 
of the divided willo*^ This concept arose because mam be= 
lieved himself separated from God and driven from the 
Garden of Eden so that his own humanness became opposed-to 
the spiritual element also within him* This led' to a- di-vi« 
sion .of his spiritual will and his .human will0 A tension 
arose in the sensitive man* Allegory was created- to dis
cover the nature of that inner8 spiritual world which, -man 
felt in opposition to his outer„ physical world* The con
cept of the divided will led to introspection^ and becamse 
of his recognition of his dual nature, man, and. particular- 
ily the poet, sought to explore the unknown half of himself 
expressing his discoveries in terms of the known* Allegory 
becomes -the ?’immaterial in pieturable termsM (Lewis, p* 
and is a mode of expression depending on man8s 88doubt to 
deem himself a god ©r beast88 for its energy* It is in his

3* Edwin Honig, Dark Conceits The Making-.-of. 
Allegory (.Evanston, 1959), p* ' S 3 ' hereafter referred, to 
as Honig*: -. .,

k o G* S * Lewi s , The - All egory o f Lo ve (Oxford n 1953), 
p* 63 —  hereafter..referred-'to as .Lewis* ..
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attempt to stylise observed physical realities of. his 
emviroamemt into meamimgfml arrangemeiats that the poet 
often tiaras to allegory as his. means of expressioBo

In his. earliest phase8 them* Thomson•strivess 
with the help of allegory, to combat the forees of time 
and circumstance which had become so entirely antagonistic 
toward his world of illusloBo. . However0 the element, of 
unreality, which is so inextricably bound up with- ®@= 
manticisra, contributed nothing but disorder to the 
Victorian literature of the middle nineteenth century»
The attempts to establish love and harmony, in a society 
where the focus was necessarily placed on industrialism 
and.empiricism, and where science was challenging religion, 
were often thwarted. According to B.0. A 0 Toakes, the great
ness of a poet came to refer to how thoroughly his view 
could withstand the "ironies of contradiction" produced by 
other existing spheres of experience o'* If a poet -could 
propose a solution to the problems posed by time and •.cir
cumstance '(if he could, for instance, preserve his faith in 
God in the face of the empirical method) so that it could 
met be negated by additional, facts, he achieved a--degree-..of 
smceesso Teanysonfl.s In Memoriam is the. outstanding example 
of a poet."s solution which tramseends, the- "ironies;.of 
contradiction, n. though his preservation of ..faith, through

5o Bo Ao Toakes, The Bomanti c ..Assertion (Z 
1958), S hap ter 1 =>“ hereafter referred -to as Toakes
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triast xb spite of soienee and personal suffering may seem 
artificial to some readers*

Yet in spite of ttie personal solutions poets were 
finding*, the nineteenth century pose was not healthy 
because^ as Hugh Walker says8 the element of unreality was 
too prominent in an empirical age (Hugh Walker* p* 378)„
The second stage Thomson passed through shows the ill 
effects of the unwholesome mature of the Victorian tra
dition of unreality* As Honig points out* nA new 
sensitivity to psychological motives and a growing sus
picion of a super-individualistic ethics began to indicate 
how the glorification of the irrational had led to hypo
crisy or self-destruction" (H©mige p* 52)° It was this 
realization of the delusion* illuminated by Thomson*s 
thorough-going intellectual honesty* which led both to his 
destruction and to his salvation* His glorification of the 
irrational (the regard he showed for Matilda’s immortal 
soul) did lead to his realization of his own hypocrisy*
Yet the spiritual aspects of life* the irrational elements* 
had still to be accounted for* and "B*V*M reacts at first 
in a fit of despair* but continues to employ allegory* now* 
however* for the purposes of satire rather than only to 
describe the unknown in terms of the known* The dis
solution of the concepts of God and the immortal soul did 
not do away with the spiritual world; it only changed the 
nature of it*
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However* in time* this middle phase also passes* 
and Thomson writes his own., conclusion to the history of 
allegoryo In his last stage* where his poetic vision 
reaches maturity* he abandons the use of allegory for 
satirical purposes; but the ideal world becomes a horror 
where before it was blessedness* and this horror is the 
natural outgrowth of the perceptions of observed realities 
HB0Tfe 11 makes„ He succeeds in embodying his new notion of 
the unknown in terms of the known* replacing delusion with 
a more accurate perception based on empirical facte The■ V .

result* arrived at by the inductive' method of reasoning* 
is unsettling because of the hopelessness it presents* 
but it represents a true union of his sensibility and his 
thought0 •



CHAPTER 

An Angel

"B»V0* adopted the cwlt of the beamtlfml woman., not 
only beeaase heD as a young poet0 needed ttie firm guide of 
a traditional coneelt0 but also because th.e revival of the 
eemrtly=leT.e tradition, extending into, the Victorian period. 
oOntributed. to his willing submission of his-.fflSnd and pen 
to an established, traditlono

A pleasing history of the tradition of the beaut1= 
ful. woman in literature is, provided by Jefferson Butler
Fletcher in his book The .Religion- of Beauty in Womann     '---
Fletcher notes that ,wia the later fifteenth century and 
afterp there developed actually a kind of divine worship, 
and more especially of beautiful wemeto0i$- Apostles ©f the 
growing cult became legion* What allowed such a religious 
fervor to grow, Fletcher states, was "the rehabilitation 
of Plato, and the social emancipation of women*.Until 
the fifteenth century the philosophy of Aristotle was 
eminent and its emphasis on analysis constituted the ob= 
verse of blind fait ho But with the vogue' of .Petrarch 
comes a reinstatement of Plate, hitherto regarded as a _



“ae.r.e pagan pM.l@s@pker0 n The fifteenth eentmry effort te 
reeeneile reason and. faith (where the world of illusion was 
presented in the faee of the advancement ®f reason) found 
in Plat® 8 s philosophy a ready doctrine» As the Symposium 
reveals0 love is the. supreme force0 and 88there are two ■ 
lovess heavenly and earthly0 the one a desire of the beauty 
of sense.,, the other a desire of the beauty above sense; 
is the shadow of. supersemsuous or spiritual beautyg therem 
fore by following the shadow we may ultimately attain to 
the reality behind the shadow, and in an ecstasy divine 
beauty itself!8: (Fletcher, p» ?).» This concept of love as 
a supreme.force was taken up by Castiglione, who asks,
88Who does not know, that women cleanse our hearts of. all 
evil and lew thoughts9 of cares, of troubles, and of those 
heavy dejections that follow in the train of these? And 
if we consider well, we shall recognize also, that in 
respect te the knowledge of high things, so. far from turn^ 
ing away men's minds, women rather awaken them88 .(Fletcher, 
Po 22)e The function of woman is clearly evident? she. 
is to guide man, by means of her physical~ and intellectual 
beauty, from contemplation of 'the materiai into contem
plation of the spiritual, and she is to bring about the 
discovery of Hermetic-like correspondences 7

The Hermetic tradition assumes-all things are 
connected one te, another by mutual correspondences in:a 
chain which extends from the lowest to the highest,



If she faegself S@©:s as.lb e@me emhedgr the -imfimite 1m the 
fiKiite0

The revival @f this tradition i,m. VI©torian Bnglaod.8
;. have the desired. effeet „ As Walker oh-howevero did

serves0 ^Whea It. - ©awe to ̂ applying the lessens of the past 
t© the present,,.; and translating these remantle imaginations 
into • faet (for the meat ethereal imaginations'do-, inf Inonee 
facts) 9 meSfr and still, mere women themselves^-wore-• -strnek 
with, the glaring ineongrnity hetween the dream-and-, the

!,n . |Hugh Walker0 p0. 378)» The.. Vieterlan man was net 
of- reman®eg hut rather led a mnndame and. presale 

lif@o The w®men had little inflmenee in ̂ affairs' '#ther than 
demestie „ and their arts inelwded emhreiderf 0- ■ hnt- "little - 
else.® They were hardly queens of - love and beautyv; In the 
June0 19280 issue ®f Harper0s Andre Hatareis draws, a- 
similar conclusion* --In a society where men and wemem are 
almost constantly separated fey the. functions, and manner •of. 
life, of the two sexes chivalrous love comes, into ■feeing81 
Cp.0 7®)o But the paradox is evident0 The function-'qnd 
manner of life of the Victorians did. separate the- sexas5 
feut the ladies were not queens and the- men were not lo-g 
lovers® nevertheless,, the tradition of w  
carried ®n0 resulting in
Vi ® tori an literature' -beeame ■ involved In—this feasio 0

it offered no corrective what soever for the young amd, naive

love was 
;,<i . • Because

15 James- Thomson® His- illusion was . and: ..even



festered, by ©tker Tietoriaja p©etry0 wbleh. id.ea.liaed .-an 
image aeeerdimg t.@. am ©Mtwerm traditlem, theref©re ■ ereat= 
ing a disparity between the fact and the .ideal0

Even though .misleading# the ehiv-alrie regard 
James Thomsen held .for the image of his dead- sweetheart 
has in it the germ of his. mature philosophy«, The early 
poems (these written between 1852 and 1866) reflect the 
^belief in the dominance of intuitive and spiritual 
elements of mentality over ..sense experie.nee.c In the
prose selection noted earlier# titled Lady of Sorrow#." 
written in 1:86%# ■,?B 0VoM uncannily predicts the course that 
his image of his beautiful but lost love will take 
throughout the remainder of his poetry^ In Part I Thomson 
writes that the figure appearing earliest in his poems 
"was simply the image in beautltude of her who- died so 
youago The pure girl was heceme an angel 5 the sheathed 
wings had unfolded in the favorable clime0 the vesture 
was radiantly white with the whiteness of her so ml# the 
long hair was a dazzling go Idem glory round the ever.=yeuag 
head# the blue eyes had absorbed celestial light in the 
cloudless empyreans but still# thus developed and beati
fied# she was only the more intensely and supremely her” 
self; more passionately loved by me# than when she-had 
walked the earth in the guise ..of a mortal. 0 She. would take

80 Hoxie Wo -PairohiTd-f,- The Romantic Quest 
(Hew York# 1931)# Po 1%16
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me by $h.e hamdg . seme t imes- irapFe ssi Bg: a- ;feis s0 whi ek- was an 
ample araodyae 0 mpem my. w©rld.=we.ary br@wg and lead me away 
floating ealmly throngh. the infinite kigktk and depth and 
breadtkg from galaxy to galaxy9 from silver star to star.o 
Them first was X taught beyond all after forgetting that 
there is a perfect interfusion of semi with seml0 when the 
pmre fire of love has utterly consumed matter and space and 
time o'N

However0 while Thomson fellows0 generallyD the
courtly«= love tradition he yet retains a degree of genuine=
ness, mmoommom in the usual, ehivalric. poetry o' The .fact
that the poet ® s angel "was only the - more intensely and
supremely herself11 for being deified indicates a propensity
on the part of 'MB 0Vo,t to retain des.eemdental truth in the
transcendental idea, though he is .not always capable of
thiSo More often, instead of giving the Image of Matilda
Weller a specific reality, Thomson insisted on using
^inflated ■sentiment and the profusion, of generalized--adjee^
tives'8,9 which allows. Jeanette Marfes-.-t® .refer to .the,-.poetic.
expression of. "BoVo81. as wide<=m6uthed emptiness, of meaning,M.

* m  . :: - 
rising . from his alcoholiSm0 Yet it . seems mere -likely

9o -&kne Hldler« Poems and Some -Letters.. of James 
Thomson .(Garbondale,' 1963), p, xxxv «*>*=’ hereafter -referred 
to as .Sidler,

.1® o Jeanette Marks, Genius . and , Disaster. (Mew York, 
1925), po 98 ”= hereafter referred to .as. Marks o' .
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(as Bidler agrees9 p0 XXXV'') that Thomson’s faulty language 
results from his early attempts to imitate his. beloved 
Shelley9 especially when one realizes Thomson’s alcoholism 
had not advanced to a harmful degree when he wrote many of 
his meaningless descriptions» ttB 0Ve M began reading Shelley 
when he was sixteen, and later dedicated HVane8 s Story11 to 
him, the "poet of poets and purest of men»ti The adaptation 
of "Bysshe" into his own pen name again indicates his 
regard for Shelleyc In a critical essay on Shelley,
Thomson stresses the musical quality of his verse over the 
meanings "in musicalness, in free and, as it were, living 
melody, the poems of Shelley are unsurpassed, and on the 
whole, I think, unequalled by any others in our litera
ture, o o o So subtly sweet and rich are the tones, so
wonderfully are developed the perfect cadences, that the
meaning of the words of:the singing is lost and dissolved 
in the overwhelming rapture of the impression, 0 , , The 
mind is often dazzled from the perception of the surpassing 
grandeur and power of his creations," Perhaps it was this 
belief that meaning is justifiably dissolved in "the over
whelming rapture of the impression" that prompted UB,V," to 
write lines as these, from "BonaId and Helen";

The burning golden Rose of the Bay
Droops down to the Western Sea;
And the amber and purple flush of the sky 

And the crimson glow of the sea.
Ebb, ebb away; fade, fade and die;
While the Earth all mantled in shadowy grey 
Washes her brow with a restful sigh



While the Earth all mam tied, la shadowy grey 
Washes her brew with a restftal sigh

I# the cool sweet dews of the gleamingo
This stahsa can be favorably compared with eme.sectiom,of
.-Alas tor®, by Shelley-only if the me ami mg i s met considered s

Evemimg came em.
The beams ©f starnset hung their rainbow hues 
High 6mid the shifting domes of sheeted spray 
That canopied his path.o8er the waste deep;
Twilight.ascending . slowly from, the east 9 
Entwined in duskier wreaths her braided locks 
© 0 er the fair front and radiant eyes of day;
.Eight -followed*' clad with stars.*

If Thomson's imagery of the sum as a golden rose -and.of the 
earth ®all mantled in shadowy,grey® which "Washes her 
brow * -o o/ In the cool sweet dews-!1 is to yield a meanimg= 
fill*: sensuous impression,, them there must be a 
cefresp©mdemce between the parts of the analogy which is 
perhaps more felt than understood* This suspension of 
understanding in favor of immediate sensations comes only 
as the result of imagery which is controlled to reveal the 
similarities in dissimilarities* Such a revelation 
suggests the presence of somethingjm®re0 beyond the world 
of . understanding * There is. no such- suspension in favor of 
sensation when the sun is. compared to a golden rose for the 
sake of.description* or when the earth becomes a gray clad 
figure with a wet forehead for the sake of the image it 
creates * . Shelley8 s lines* on the other hand* .when - consid
ered as part of a larger whole* reflect the embodiment of 
the hero * s own imagination in the natural realities -which
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smrreumS him*. His int.ellec10 imaginatisB'g and- seBses 
interpret the external world te integrate -it into a 
central image 9 There is no sach pmrpese in . :,B@nald and 
Helen** .Thems@m8-s hellowness,, representative ©3?'most ®f 
the limes in his early poems0 .results certainly from try= 
img t® imitate Shelley0s verse without .Shelley0 s meaning0 
Decorative poems resulted*i

The lack ©f a relevant meaning in the early poems
(where meaning might have overcome the ?wida-mouthed
emptiness/1:) is due to the adherence of ^BoY*11 to the
tradition of the past where the image of Matilda Weller
assumes the guise of am angelo The echoes of the role
Beatrice played in the spiritual .life .of Sant-e- resound.
because of Thomson.9s admiration for Dante and because of
his regard for the traditional Platonic notion of love*
Undoubtedly„.too, Shelley8s image of the beautiful woman
influenced #B».V*H who was probably very receptive to such
lines as these from MEpipsychidion11 s

Seraph of Heaven” too gentle to be humana 
Yelling .beneath that radiant form of. Woman 
All that is insupportable in thee 
#f light, and love, and immortality!.

(1 1* 21=2%)
Thomson0 s desire to reveal the "pure girl911 deified, “more 
intensely and supremely herself11 fails because he loses 
her drops of reality in the ocean of tradition* Whatever 
individuating characteristics Matilda had are lost in the 
stereotype of the beautiful woman* As early . as the six=



t.eeBtli oemtmry Messer Angelo Fireaztiela records' hew- .a 
womam, .who Is to lead her l@Ter to c@atemplati©b of the 
spirituals is reqmired to.looks “Her hair sheaid be a 
. soft yell.ow0. iacliaiBg to • brown; the forehead jtist twi.ee 
as bread as high; ski® tramspareat0 not dead whites-eye”
. brews dark.0 silky, most strongly marked la the middles 
aad shading off toward the ears aad nose; 0 » 0 the ear, 
of median* size* with, a ' stronger color ia the winding than 
in the even parts, with an edge of,the transparent 
ruddiness of the pomegranate; 0 o o the lips to be lightly 
tinted with red; the mouth smallish, neither protesting.to 
a point0 nor quite flats with lips not too thin, and fit
ting neatly.together; except in speaking or laughing merer 
mere than six upper teeth should be displayed** Sueh a 
delineation finds itself repeated in Thomson * s •references 
to his own sweetheart* . Because it was through her Intel- 
leet.ual and physioal beauty .that woman was to reeenolle 
the finite and the infinites poets dwelt, on the manifes
tations of it* It was. believed that “true beauty man 
perceives through eye and ear and mind; through these 
come immortal harmonies which delight and do not pall“ 
(Castiglione, quoted in J'let.ehero Pgo 23) * The visible 
beauties, them supposedly reflect immortal harmonies*

It is for this reason that Thomson0 s love,, . that 
“Splendour lamping all Eternity, ■“ am “inspiration .which 
cannot err or lie,“ possesses the same routine character-
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istics of the stereotyped, beautiful woman0 Apparently 
Thomson believed he could accomplish the same spiritual 
contemplation as the Renaissance poets if his love was 
patterned after their women» ...©tinseqmemtly, Matilda Weller 
has pale lips (/-for weary sighs, her pale lips part"), pure 
bloom of complexion ("with what pure bloom „ 0 *")* golden 
hair (“flashing like rippling sunbeams'*, and "golden and 
dimly bright")9 transparent skin ("the full blue=veimed 
swell"), and she11-pink.. ears *̂ Her deification and sub
sequent - physical appearance conform to the pattern, and 
she. loses reality» la his aut@biographi.eal poem "Van©8s 
Story", composed in:tl86h0 HB 0T 0 sums it ups

For thought retraced the long sad years 
Of pallid smiles and frosea tears.
Back to a certain festal night,
A whirl and blase of swift delight.
When we together danced, we two”
I. live it, all again®. » 0 » Dressed in white,
A loose’spihk. sash around your waist,
Low shoes across the instep laced,.
Your moon-white shoulders, glancing through 
Long yellow ringlets dancing to®,
You were an Angel then; as clean 
From earthly dust-speck, as serene 
And lovely and above my love.
As now in your far world. ab@v|^ 72.1)

In spite of the fact that the young poet sincerely believed 
Matilda was his angel, of inspiration, the image;■presented 
is totally unconvineing0 But because. "BoVo" makes his 
description of his "Angel" so typical, completely void of 
particular qualifying charac.teristics, it may be assumed 
he had given himself over completely, to an illusion far

mailto:aut@biographi.eal
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removed from aetaal faeto Instead of a ©Marged-metapk^sie
wker© -the image ©f the angel would, foe give® seoto---vitality
if deserifoed im terms ®f the. aetual0 there -is ©mly des=
©ripti®.® ef a k©ll©w0 stereotyped memory*

Beeanse of Matilda8® early death,, the; yommg poet
was left only with memories* whiek when-dwelt ®p®n0 -foe■=
eame, his sole comfort daring a time when fois r©ligi@,ta.s
ooaviotl.ons were foeing ekallenged by. the -ideas-. of ©ha-rles
Bradlamgk* and when ho fommd himself dismissed- fr®m--,his
position as. an army schoolteacher for am imfraotlom ,:@f'
rules-*- Both these imo.ldemts left the poet «j»i-te strandedo
It is. a natnral thing0 them* that 9;,B0To81 . skomld plaee. more
and more emphasis on his comforting memories*, foniIding- them
np into wssreeegnisafol.e phantasles0 In ^Withered Leaves -*
C1857I he writes?

Gather each leaf slowly 
Prom its moofcs 

Hoard them tip as holy 
I® the foook 

Wherein Memory new. -for Hope -mast--look*
(VII* 11* 35=39)

©ften* the wleaden«honrod- Present^ is negated-foy -the
"golden hears of the Past*" as in "A Proem*" writte#,1®

Yet it is mot the recalling of old..memories--that 
is responsible for that little degree- of success Thoms®:®8 j 
early poems possess* "The Cypress and -the- Bo.ses9- (I858) 
is an example - of , a poem- showing-that "metaphorloal'. sense "



"111Brewer targes as necessary • beeaese it reveals
Thems@m*s prepeasity for- sastainiag a metaphor matll
it thoroughly embodies his idea0

Roses.and roses year by year 
Be..I' plant and cherish here„.
With many a wistful-sigh and tear0 
Gradling now in the self-same bi,er 

Where the dead be0 
Hope and ©are and l@%e betrayed”.
Blighted btadsg they all* all fade 
In the constant deadly shade 

Of this, cypress, treeo
One black cypress shade will blight 
Myriads of roses of delight;
One stern cypress will outlast 
Ages of roses withering fast*

Too well .1 se©<>
What. is. left me new. to do?
Whatp but sink at the dark- root too;
Let the baleful gloom and rue.

Kill also me0
The images here, are connected into a unit0 or a
Mme t aph© r i ea 1 sense o’1 The roses are Thomson.® s
.leve, hope and care for. his dead sweetheart<,
These do not.flourish in.the shade of the cypress0
the traditional symbol of death0 Then, just as- the
poet0 s ambitions are thwarted by towering death0
so are roses shaded and killed by the cypresso
The analogy is met strikingly original or pre=
foundg but it does hare a consistency resulting
in a pleasing unity*

11* Reuben A * Brower 0 The Pi elds of Light 
(Hew Torkp ■ 19^2)g p* 37. == hereafter referred.to- as Brower
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The poem "The Cypress and the Roses" is also 
notable because it is an early indication of the shift 
which is to occur more fully later0 That is, as the 
young poet comes to dwell on his actual situatiam 
(rather than on the concept of the immortal soul and 
the spirituality it is, supposed to give him) he tends 
to regard his own loss with'more concern than the 
image of the soul of his sweetheart- floating in some . 
filmy aura® In factp his grief becomes more poignant 
as he realizesg, as in "4 Requiem" (I858) $ that .Matilda 
is comfortably resting in the grave9 free of worldly 
concerns o

But generally speaking9 the outworn traditions
of courtly love and the religion of the beautiful woman
too often bathed in ineffectual nostalgia* For
most of the early period Thomson viewed Matilda Weller
as an angel* In "Ronald and Helen" (1861) he describes
Helen (who is actually Matilda) as %

Glad all in whites you Angel; crystal-bare 
The feet that did not touch the sapphire sea;
Tour head clothed only with its own rich hair.
Flowing dishevelled even to the knee;
Grod11 s dove athwart the deluge of despair 
Bringing the blessing of the olive-trees

For you were radiant, and your brow8s mooti-splendour 
Shed on your glowing cheeks a veil most tenders

In "The Fadeless Bower" (1858) the poet kneels before a
■ ■

.motionless image;
She does not speak, she does not move;
The silent answer is divine*
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During these early years of delusion the poet optimisti
cally believess because there is no communication between 
himself and the spirit-image he believes he eonfronts9 
that a 11 silent answer is divine111 She for whom

simple folds of white invest 
Her noble form9 as purest snow ® s e 
Alone9 resplendent„ lifted'high 
Into the clear vast breathless sky

■(XX,.. 11. 1-*) '
is "my Rose, my perfect .Queene 11 And even when the vision
fades, the poet

Inspired to see her as divine.
Knelt down in reverence at her shrine
, (XXI, 11= 5-6)

where
One sphere is kept for these alway 
Above all growth and all decayQ 
' (XXIT, 11= 5-6)

The thorough degree to which the poet has deluded himself
is revealed by his joy even when his heavenly queen deserts
him: .

New dawn, far fairer than the moon;
Hope, kinglier than thy crowning day;

Young spring8s green promise fresh and boon.
No wealthiest summer8 s- fruit can pay;

Dreamland, so rich beyond life8s bounds;
Silence, more sweet than, all sweet sounds!

(XXVI, 11= 1-6)
The parallel between poetic expression of this sort and
that of Shelley has already been drawn, Thomson is still
unable to furnish the diction with adequate thought, and
is far below Shelley = If "ELY*11 means to convince himself
or the reader of the existence of the spiritual world to



where- the s©®S his lo^e has supposed.ly fIowa- arad. 
from where - she apparently ©alls t@ hi8ffl0- the language he 
uses must be highly evocative0 Words amd phrases such 
as ."sorimg hopes ©f l©v©.0 M 8Swak@0 w. '#.yeaipii0.#. W'B,restffllasid8 s 
dimmest gr®ve0 81 '“heavenly l@ve0 81 “filmy dreams0 M “seal 
UBspheredg.•8,l “tranced %termityg/“ and “love8 s eternal 
truth0 ” have mo meamimg. b.eyomd themselves0 . They have me 
effect because they are met bOumd together la that 
“metaphorical semse“ which.requires the images to-, eomtri:b-=' 
ute t© a unity so that by many aspects becoming one■aspecte 
truth is established comvimclmglyo These -1erms (tahem 
from- “Tasso to Leorma,,8? 1Q$6) do met operate -together '©r 
evem singly to evoke eemcepts or semse dmpressioms- amd 
do mot seem to. record am actual ezperlemee because-the 
yommg poet was mot able t© bring his ideal.love imto the 
mimeteemth century world0 H© could mot find the observable 
realities by which to make the spiritual seem real»

The poet himself deemed t© detect the diffieulty0 
:Im stamaa five @f 81A Happy .P@.©tM (1§59) he anticipates the 
discovery of. the falseness im the early- poemsj, both-in 
their.expression and in their phiTesophy8

Is it net strange? I, could more amply te,ll 
Such woes ©f men as I discern or dreamy

Than this great happiness I know--s.® wellD 
Which is in truth profounder than they:seem; 

And which abides f@r ever pure-and deep0 
Beneath all dreams of . wakefulness @r-- siee.p0

It is. @ut @f the very fact that .the
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his dreams as profound truth "f'orever pure and deep11 that
their reality suffers0 But the "wees ©f men" are perhaps
beginning to have a more lasting sigBifieamce because they
are more immediate and have the raw material for more
powerful imagerye

Yet the dominant mood of "A Happy PoetaM written
in the six-line stanza always favored by "BoVo" is a
happy one* as the title- suggests0 His reasoning provides
him with an optimistic though deluded view, • Because his
soul is "opprest with its humanity*11 the poet finds it
necessary to provide himself with the illusion that his
love8s soul is immortal and that it will serve him as a
source of comforting inspiration* so that

For singing* in all thoughts I glimpse the law
. Ineffable* eternal* veiled behind*
And robe it in full verse-folds dark with .awe;

And singing* in all passions I must find 
.Hew secrets more impassioned* crowning them 

With golden words* a fulgent diadem0
Part of this delusion is that

o o.o sleep her spell divine upon me lays*.
And I am tranced and fed with perfect rest*
Or wander far through dreamland* fancy-bleste

But when these lines are put next to those from "Mater
Tenebrararum" (1859)$. that "dreamland* fancy-blest" is
directly contradicted;

In the endless nights* from my bed* where sleepless 
in anguish I lie (l* l)

the poet cries out for his beloved to "come down from thy
Heaven above*" and in the face of "Anguish and grief and
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sin9 ter.r©r0 disease aiad -despair0 M believes in
A fire @f dread* a light of h@pe„. kindled*. © L@Te0 

by thee g
For thy pure and gentle -and beautiful soul* it must 

immortal be0 (110. 29=3©)
Such a basic contradiction is a definite sign of■the grow=
ing discord within the mind of the young poet0 @n the one
hand. Thomson feels comforted by the idea of the immortality
of the soulg while on the other he is disturbed by the
anguish he feels as his hope9 care* and.love-are threatened
by the shadow of the grave» Since the angel does not
seem to be directing the young poet -s soul' toward eon=?
templation of the spirituals doubt enters-* ■ The poet
begins to realize his alone ness 0 In ''The Deliverer"
Thomson cries out. in his isolations

Bear Angel of divine deliveranceg
Assist me here, for I. in vai®- have ■ st riven I

(lo ^7=48)
and begs0 when the image does not come to him to.

.Stay with me. yet awhile* Deliverer* Thoul <== ■
I am too weak with chains„ too blind with gleam* ■

For unassisted, life | left, lonely now*
. I must relapse into that hideous tomb*

d l o ' 89=92)
The message he hears is* suitably enough* delivered by 
the divine spirit rather than coming. out of. the- poet 0.s 
own consciousness.:* The -Bante^like nature of the advice 
rightly comes- to and not from the;young poet s who is at= 
tempting to establish: e©rre:spondeBc.es .between the - known 
and the. unknown through the traditional and .now irrelevant



images rather than by working a system @f relationships
la terms e.f his ewn situatieBo This is why the ^deliverer"
says to the captive poets

Thy love shall grow by feeling day by day 
Gelestial love* throfhuman* blessing thee 5 

Thy faith was firm by witnessing alway 
Triumphant faith for ever glad and free»

(11.0 137 = 1^0)
and further encourages him in his delusion with s.

Till love for her shall teach thee love for all;
"Till perfect reverence for her shall grew 

To faith in God which nothing can appal*
Th®8.His green world be dark with sin and woe*

(11. 133-126)
Even though in "The Deliverer" the solution to the 

poet® s problem is one fashioned after traditional and 
out - moded conceits* there are scenes in some of the early 
poems which do successfully achieve a power because- 
employs 'imagery relevant to the nineteenth century. Tor. 
example* even though "The Doom of A City" begins unsteadily 
with an unattractive inversion of word order ("From out the 
house I crept11) there is mere promise of a realistic treat” 
ment when the poet is in darkened .London than when he is 
appearing at midnight in a "great wood*/ Whose- trunks 
towered dark and spectral* crowned with snow*/ -Alone 
admidst the chill north wind" (as is the ease in "The 
Bead Year"). In "The .Boom of A City*" the poet passes, 
under street lamps which light his "trembling - Ilfe-alone" 
instead of being bathed by a "large and golden" moon in a 
"dim emerald sky." The detail here is more convincing
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because it is more nearly factual, reflecting the poet's
experience more closely» Continuing, the poet's night
journey is.accomplished by languid rowing, an action in
direct contrast to the Odyssey of the Ulysses-like poet
in "Ronald and Helen"® The grand style ©f the latter poem
is abandoned for the direct and therefore strong expression
of "The Doom of A Citye" Section XVIII of Part I contains
perhaps the best and most powerful Imagery:

I take thee9 Misery9 for my faithful Bride:
Despair hath smoothed the secret marriage-hed 
Wherein we two, embracing close, may hide,

And wreak our stern unwitnessed vow —
Hever in life, nor after death, to part®
I love thee for the love which only Thou 

Dost bear me: Thy caresses 
Sting my faint heart. Thy kisses on ray brow 
Are fire and numbing frost. Thy tingling tresses 
Like serpents creep about me even now,
0 my enamoured Darling, deadly sweet I 

Sorcery smitten Sorceress!
Queen of lurid loveliness!

Most tender-hearted Ministrant of 111!
My life, my soul is lying at your feet;
Possess me, use me, at your own wild will!

There is greatness here: to juxtapose suddenly misery and
a new bride, to replace a sweetheart with a horror while
still maintaining the intimacy of newly-weds is to bring
a ghastly image to life with a force rare in Thomson's
early work® To find oneself suddenly embracing grief and
misery with the same fervor one would embrace a bride, to
discover the marriage bed invaded not by sweetness but by
agony, and be powerless to do anything but worship and
adore the horror as if it were bliss, is to picture the
worst tragedy® The image here is strong because.it forces
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aoeeptaMe.©. @,f the Eaaaceeptable .-and. dees met fall .into mere 
self-pity on the poet.8S'part0 The terms msed allow a gen
eral .condition, and do mot apply only .to the poet8s 
situation* .It is through the oxymoron9 which makes the 
fictional half of the allegorical relationship come alive . 
in terms of the realistic half9 that the necessary dramatic 
unity is produced* The stinging caresses* the. serpentine 
tresses0- the lurid level!mess0 smd the submission, to a 
“wild will" victimise the poet * The reality of the situa
tion reveals.the agony within the mind of Thomson * but 
also* by. virtue-■ of this same reality0 becomes poignant for 
the reader*

Even though ".Doom of A City" foreshadows : both the
form and content of Thomson8 s late and best work* "The Oity
of Dreadful Wight *11 it does belong in the early phase
because it ends on an optimistic notes

the Truth of the living God; 
Oonsuming the falsehood* the evil„ the pride* the 

lust * the shame *
With ever"buriaing0 unrelenting* irresistible flame; 
latil all save the purest spirit* eternal* of truth 

and love*
Be altogether consumed away * beneath as-: well as. above *

("The,Return*" IT* 11* 204=208)
This belief in perfectibility later disappears* but in
"Deem of A City" the "woes* sins* lusts* and blasphemies"
are not yet held to be eternal problems but instead exist
because man deserves punishment for his.wrong—doing*
Thomsen believes there is a better world than this one *
Similarly* 1m "A festival of .Life" (1857) the po^t .says
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in the- final stanza
Beauty all-perfeet, blessedness all=>h@ly9 
Are veiled, beyond that crystal firmamente

The unsettling effects of povertyD diseasea and death are 
met with a faith in the existence of a higher good0 It 
is natural, then, that the young poet should: ask. .for ob
livion to come in "To Our Ladies of Death" (1861)5 he 
assumes that through death he will be reunited with his 
illusion. In the last stanza he asks

divinely tranquil Death, ■
To come and soothe away my bitter pain.

The poet acknowledges two worlds, and to rectify this 
situation he either seeks oblivion, or turns to contem
plation of the immortal soul of his dead sweetheart,

James Thomson attempted to find an illusion, and 
sustain it, by means of Matilda8s immortal soul. But it 
is clear that he was unable to achieve any sort of satis
factory comfort when he dwelt on her image alone. In the 
poems concerned solely with the dead sweetheart, the verse 
is empty description because it has no relevance to the 
poet8 s time and circumstance. The image of the spiritual 
love failed to keep Thomson from tossing at night, burdened 
with thoughts of disease, poverty, and sin. His cries into 
the darkness were not satisfactorily.answered, and the 
trust of "BoV," had grown weak. The memory of Matilda did 
not seem to inspire the dramatic, living lines of poetry 
the poet thought it would. And Thomson was too truthful



with himself t© allow the delusion to persist 0 He realized 
his best poetry came not out of contemplation of the immor
tal soul of Matilda8 but out of his own sense of loss and 
alonenesso Here his sensitivity could be united, welded to 
his thoughto But before he came to a calm realization of 
this fact, hB 0Y o!1 passes through a period where his trust 
and faith in the power of love he once held so strongly is 
betrayed; it fails to sustain and protect him from the 
unsettling forces of time and cireumstanee0



CEAraEE III

A Sirem

eiThe raatttral werld- refytsed- t© be wbolly skmt 
onto” sa^s James Tb®m#©m @f bis @wb s®b1 1m Part XI of 
.WA .Lady of {Sorrow*n .The statememt serves as a 
pro lade- to that se.eoad stage im the development • #f

s poetic vision where the p@et8s tr#st in as 
love for the .inmortal seal of his dead, sweetheart. is be=

e the world8's ".oeimtless objects, 
persistently the gateways of the senses..* 
to penetrate isto^the .p®et 8ŝ j soml* 88. the image ©f ISatiIda 
Weller as aim angel gave way* as. Thomson clearly states .in 
“A .Lady ©f Sorrow**', to. that of her as a siren* Also in 
this prose piece0 Thomson says life becomes a ^carnival 
masqnerade and drama* with irony for the secret of its 
plot| the passions o * .*■ all mimetic* none of the person” 
ages were what they ■appeared* all was .illmslom and .mochery, 
Thomson8s indulgence in contemplation and experience led
him to see life as w and the time--for

himself was over* .l,@oVo11 admits he was ■.̂ .compelled'
to 8 see things that o.iaght mot to be seen* sights that:are 
abominable * and secrets that are imu11erab 1 e 0 8!! Bat... what 
was most horrible for the' poet was to see his image- ■o.f -.the 
beaatifal angel with golden-brown.hair*
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transparent skin, and sculptured limbs transformed, as he 
says, into "a foul wrinkled hag,11 who kissed him with 
"intolerable kisses, and pointed out bone by bone the 
huddled wrecks of £ hiŝ j kind, and embraced jjhinTj with her 
withered arms, as if taking j~himj into everlasting posses- 
ieneM Thomson still maintains a firm belief in the 
existence of the illusory world, but the nature of his il
lusion has reversed itself, as he realised and stated in 
Part II of "A Lady of Sorrow,11 from beauty to horror, and 
with this reversal comes the profound sense of betrayal 
which was to dominate his poetry from about 186^ until 
1873o It is important to note that Thomson never ceased 
believing in the existence of the unknown world; his sense 
of betrayal lay not in finding his illusion non-existent, 
but in finding it so changed! The image he had embraced, 
as he says, was not an angel, but a siren. His trust and 
faith in the power of his love for the immortal soul of his 
sweetheart to match the forces of time and circumstance

I
were shattered by the unsettling natural world which was 
penetrating his very soul. Instead of the beautiful sounds 
once heard coming from the soft touch of an angel on the 
harp, come the mockery of a siren, Thomson realised, and 
said, his image had changed from that of an angel to that 
of a siren, but he probably was unaware of the full impli
cations, Howhere in the middle poems does a "foul wrinkled 
hag" with "intolerable kisses11 appear; yet the effect



expressed ira these peems is as though sueh a vision were 
before Thomsone The reality of the siren differs from that 
of the angel; the angel was given ah appearance (though 
stereotyped); the siren is not described^ and she is known 
only by her effect0 It is interesting that as the effect 
of the image becomes more nearly in accord with Thomson"s 
perceptions of his environment„ it in fact loses a reality 
of its own* becoming fused with the perceptions,. Yet it 
was music of a more immediate* experiential nature* though 
it still came from am illusory world* The dream-image now 
changed was more closely related* organically* to a con
scious metaphysic involving Thomson®s own experiences* and 
despite the sense of betrayal* the poet achieved a unity of 
sensibility more complete than ever before*

The means of.expressing this newer unity was the 
same as before; allegory* In this middle period of 
Thomson"s poetic development two very long allegorical 
poems appear* "Weddah and Om-El-Bonain*H and llVane"s 
Story*M These years from l86*i- to 1873 are also marked by 
the appearance 'of essays (many of which are vitriolic)g 
translations from Heine and Leopardi* and epigrams®

r,Vane" s Story" (1864) provides a smooth transition 
between Thomson"s first and second phases® The poem itself 
is a combination of irony and sincerity* suitably indicat
ing the ambivalent attitude at the beginning of this second 
stage where feels betrayed when his entreaties for



@»e word .of* solenm assiaranee and truth.
That the semi with its love .never diesl

ge unanswered hy the immortal, seal of the angel0 but are
instead mocked by the siren* At. line 85 begins the
closest description of. the siren that Thomson cares -to
give;?. '

Why have you■left year golden hair.
These gorgeous dusky braids to wear?
Why have you. left your asure eyes, *■
To gaze through deep dark mysteries?
Why have you left your robe of white0 
And come in cloudy lace bedight?

The answer0 ©f- course0 is because the angel is now a ■siren,
beguiling the poet, while in fiendish form, to see horrors
and miseries in a life of phantasmagoria0

The title of the poem was first proposed /'Srey8 s
Story,M but Thomson substituted 8*Vane" because it suggest”
ed ’’vain8 and ’’foolish,” qualities very much in accord
with the poet’s own changing vision* As J0 Edward Meeker
says, . ’’The poem is a curious mixture of supernatural and
commonplace realism, of spirituality and impudent sneers
at religion, of nervous, comic mockery and the - si nee re- - eon-
fesslens of a victim of insomnia and melancholia *” ^  It
is. perhaps this tension set up between opposites which
makes the poem a favorite among critics,- although Imogen©
Walker says that structural weakness ”is especially obvious

12* J0 Edward Meeker,■.Life and Toetry of James
Thomson (B0V 0). (lew Haven, 191? )o P« 64 •=>=> hereafter..
referred., to as Meeker0 ...
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in °Tane8 s. Story» a long, episodic piece which fails
almost completely to give any sense of unity; the episodes*
each treated in a different style* me two of comparahle
weight* have little in common save the characters* and
these are not so handled as to weld the parts into am
Organic w h o l e * Yet the episode in which Vane (.Thomson)
draws the comparison between his own poetic life and a
fountain (stopped mp with dead leaves and stones until the
vision of Matilda visits him) is considered one of the best
allegories in Thomson8s immature works

There was a Fountain long age*
A fountain of perpetual flow*
Whose purest sprimglets had their birth 
Beep in the bosom of the earth*
Its joyous wavering silvery shaft 
To all the beams of morning laughed*
Its steadfast numurous crystal column 
Was loved by all the moonbeams solemn;
From morn to eve it fell again 
A singing many=jewelled rain*
From eve to morn it charmed the hours 
With whispering dew and diamond showers;
Grown8s many a day with sunbows bright*
With moonbows haloed many a night;
And so kept full its marble urn
All fringed with fronds of greenest fern*
0 8er which with timeless love intent 
A pure white marble Goddess leant*

(11* 963-979)
But suddenly there fell a change?
So: suddenly* so sad* .so strange*
The fountain ceased to wave its lance 
Of silver to the spheral dance?
The runnels were no longer fed*
And each one withered from its bed?

(11* 996-10.01)

13* Imogene Walker* James^Thomson (B*V*)s A 
Orltioal Study (Ithaca* 195©)* p* 66 hereafter referred 
to as Imogene Walker*



And tkus it was for years and years $ .
And only there - were bitter tears 
Beneath, those dark wings shed alway 
Instead of the bright fountain8s play.
And in the'stead of sweet bird~toHes 
Low unheard solitary moans,

' (lie 1018-1023)
In this autobiographical poem, "BoV," sees his

younger self in a 11 sweet' swoon1* and '‘'luminous haze0M But
because there was "no oil to feed" his lamp of inspiration
(since Matilda8s image as angel refused to answer but as
a siren) j, his poetry of the early years burned out0 So
with the fall of Eire fell Adam9 and the poet cynically
writes that

. When one and one are’ray assets 
And four the total of ray debts,(11, 277-278)

He no longer asks that
Some flower I l©ve8 now drooping dead*
May be empowered to lift its head,(11, 285-286)

These couplets recall the satirical verse of the eighteenth 
century (as well as Chaucer) in the short, strong rhymes 
and bitimgly exact rhythm,

A passage quoted by most critics (Salt, p, 145, 
Imogene Walker, p® 29, Meeker, p, 34=5) because it is a 
confession of the early naivete of the poet, shows the 
self-reproach for living in the belief that the angel of 
his illusion could transform a thorn into an olive-trees

I half remember, years ago 
Tits of despair that maddened woe,
Trantic remorse. Intense self-scorn.



.ted yearBiisgs tiarder to be berae 
Of utter lemelimess.f@rl©rm;
What passiomate secret prayers I prayed!
What -futile firm re selves % made!
As 'well a therm might pray-t© be.
.Tramsf@rmed Imt© am ̂ olive-treef 
As well'a weevil might 'determine 
To grew a farmer hating vermin;
The % am that X am @f #©d ^
'Seflnealme' less a .worm or el@d0 
My penitence was honest grail© 5 
My inmeat being all the while 
Was .laraghiimg in a patient m@#,d 
At this extern© solieltrade„
Was waiting laraghimg till-©nee more 
X sherald be same'as heretofore;
And -in the panaea of the fits 
That rent my heart and seared my wits0 
Xts pleasant mockery whispered throraghe 
©h0 what earn Saadi have to -d©
With penitence?-' and what earn yen?
Are Shiras roses wreathed with rrae?

Clio 432=45S)
This self-criticism gives way later t® a firmer conviction
in which the poet8 s human- heart -MWith mam and mot with
God takes parto" The poet also dismisses -nature;

For .1 am infinitely tired 
With this ©Id sphere we once admired.
With this old earth we loved.tee well;
Bisgrasted mere than words can tell.
And w®raid mot mind a change of Hello 
The same old solid hills and leas,
The same ©Id stupid patient trees.
The same ©Id ocean blue and green 
The same old sky cloudy or serene0

Cii0 588-596)
Faith in the power of dreams mow replaces the comforts once 
provided by the belief in God and the healing ability of 
nature» -There is a. definite division -between dreams.-and 
reality in “fane8s Story,“ necessitated by the agonies.of 
the natural- world that refuse to be -shrat out of the poet8 s



consciousness,, The poet waltzes in a world "where nothing
is8 but all things seeml11

What makes "Vane8 s Story" transiti®nal9 then is
the presence of a propensity to believe in the secluded
life of dreams (as in "Boom of A Gityg" and "A festival of
Life") while yet bitterly realizing that so far the dreams
the poet has had have not succeeded in changing a thorn
into an olive-tree0 Thomson shows his ambivalence toward
the end of the poems

I know it9 -- know it not; we rhyme
The petals of the flower of Times 
And rhyming strip them off, perplext 
for every leaflet by the next 
Is contradicted in its turn;
And thus we yearning ever yearn.
And ever learning ever learn;
for while we pluck, from hour to hour
Mew petals spring to clothe the flower.
And till we strip the final one 
Gan final answer fall to none0 „ , „

(11. 1084-109^)
The other long allegory of Thomson9s second phase 

is "Weddah and Om-Bl-Bonain,11 where the history of two 
lovers is revealed, and it resembles that of Thomson 
and Matilda. While Weddah is away at battle his sweetheart 
and cousin is taken by Walid the Syrian as wages for his 
help in the war. Weddah seeks a reunion, but to do so 
must confine himself to a closed chest in a storeroom 
and receive only occasional visits by 0m-El”Boraain6 fate 
intervenes, however, and Walid buries the chest without 
opening it, believing Weddah to be inside. The parellel
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between the fantasy and Thomson8 s own life is closeg 
making the poem almost as autobiographical as "Vane’s 
Story*" Matilda dies while Thomson was returned to 
England from Ireland, where he had met her0 The rest of 
his existence was spent in trying to rejoin his sweet
heart, and while he was occasionally able to communicate 
with her through memories, his life was more nearly 
similar to that of Weddah as he lay incarcerated in the 
closed chest* finally. Fate in the form of the agonies 
Thomson suffers during his life in London, enters, and 
removes all possibility of communication between the 
lovers* The existence Thomson leads in London for many
of his years destroys that necessary union with the spirit
of Matilda Weller* Walid (death) had won the contest, 
while Weddah (the poet) "locked his breath and nerves 
with a rigid will*"

This poem belongs to the middle period because its 
author recognizes the power of fate and the weakness of 
men, and even though the image of the dead sweetheart is 
not that of a siren, neither is she an angel because she 
has been unable to control time and circumstance0 The 
betrayal Thomson feels is more clearly set forth in 
"Philosophy," written in 1866* Because

■ His eyes found nothing beautiful and bright,
Her wealth nor .honour, glory nor delight.
Which he could grasp and keep with might and right*

(I, 11* 1-3)



the poet
felt himself a king bereft of crown.

Defrauded from his birthright of renown.
Bred up in littleness with churl and clown®

(I,.llo 10-12)
After a vision comes in section III, the poet concludes
in the next and last section that in order not to lose

]
Mone summer dayH when it does happen to come, he must
burn "thought to ashes in its fight with gloom®11

The appearance of the siren instead of the angel
results, Thomson believes, in only second-best poetry® In
"Art" (I867) the embittered poet asks;

Who gives the fine report of the feast?
He who got none and enjoyed it least®

(III, 11® 11-12)
and concludes s

Statues and pictures and verse may be grand.
But they are net the Life for which they stand®

(III, 11® 19-20)
This bitterness results from the failure of Matilda®s 
immortal soul to sustain him in a manner which would both 
negate the forces of time and circumstance and allow the 
existance of an imaginary world into which the poet could 
escape, there finding continual reunion with his sweet
heart 8 s spirit o Thomson® s soul is left stranded when the 
image of Matilda fails him, and without the benefit of 
mystical Contemplation, the unsettling forces of time 
and circumstance turn his life into anguish® The only 
immortality which exists iscosmic interchange of elements;



One part of me shall feed a little worm.
And it a bird on which a man may feed;
One lime- the mould, one nourish insect*spera;
One thrill sweet grass, one ptilse in bitter weed;
This swell a fruit, and that evelve in air;
Another trickle to a springlet’s lair.
Another paint a daisy on the meads

("To Our Ladies Of Death,11 lls 204-210)
The departed love may then have two effects: first

as in "Vane's Story" where the fountain is unstopped when
ever the Goddess visits it, her memory may momentarily 
force gloomy thought from the poet's consciousness, fillin 
it instead with transient fantasies; secondly, the dead 
body will, through cosmic interchange, replenish the fruit 
of the earths But it will not transform and embellish the 
poet's daily life, nor will it sustain him consistently 
when he needs it to take up arms against a sea of troubles 
In Sonnet VI Thomson concludes that

since She= ceased to be my Guide,
.. • I reel and stumble on life's solemn way;

Ah, ever since Her eyes withdrew their light,
I wander lost in blackest stormy night0

In another sonnet he again cries out as the image of the
angel vanishes, revealing herself, as Thomson says, as a
siren who had tricked him into a false illusion;

Hopeless and freezing in the lifeful land;
I gaze and seek with ever-longing; eyes
Tor God, the Love-Supreme, all-wise, all-goods 

Alas! in vain; for over all the skies 
A dark and awful shadow seems to brood,

A numbing, infinite, eternal glooms 
I tremble in the consciousness of Boom®

(fSonnet," 11. 8-l4)
. How all that is left the poet is despairs



r I never oared for the singer8 s fame.
But0 ©hi for the singer8 s heart 

Once more — •
The bleeding.passionate heart S

(‘'The Tire That Tilled My 
Heart of Old," 11, 17-20)

"B,Vo" sees himself, however, at other times burning with
passions

Trom the midst of the fire I fling 
These arrows- of fire to yens

If they sing, and burn, and sting.
You feel how I burn to© 0

("Trom the Midst of the Tire,11 
llo 1-4)

In "Art" he shows himself trying to write poetry which will 
prove to himself and others that his love is immortal, and 
does inspire him. However, the "silken lines" become "knots 
and twines" and

in vain, in vain, would I make it fast 
With countless subtle twines;

Tor ever its fire breals out at last.
And shrivels all the lines,

(11. 13-16)
The loss of faith in Sod, the realization that 

nature is impersonal, and the difficulty of providing 
himself with a means of livelihood, were not counter
balanced by the effect of Matilda8s soul, which could no 
longer be seen as immortal in the face of time and 
circumstance. The poet8s dreams could be given mo reality 
outside themselves, Breams were dreams. They never had, 
nor would ever have, any direct influence on daily life.
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and "BoV<, M is agonized to realize he had onee believed in 
their power*- and he becomes vindictive enough to discard 
traditional valuese In "L’Aneien Regime" (1867) "B0VoH 
observes what gifts will please those in powers

;• Love is scarcely the thing < .
To bring as a gift for our king ® o ®

(11. 9-10)
and other stanzas say justice* truth* and loyalty* in 
addition to love are not the gifts to bring before the 
king® Instead* servility* war* harlotry* and lies are • 
excellent things to serve the king® Devoid of the 
traditional values of justice * truth* loyalty* and love* 
the poet is put in the position, to asks

Where is the light?
Shall nevermore 
Open Heaven8 s door?
Oh* I am left -
Lonely* bereft!

("Might*H 11® 2-6)
The siren8 s song rings in Thomson9 s ears * bringing him 
news that he has been deluded by. the whisperings of the 
angel® The poet is led to believe that death and oblivion
are the only worthy values because these will end suffer
ing and put an end to the mockery of the siren and net 
because he will then be joined with Matilda* as he onee 
believed,, He asks Oblivion to save him in "To ©ur Ladies 
of Death®"
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With sueh a feeling ©f betrayal it is not strange 
to find mB oV 0" writing essaysg xtrhioh would reach the 
public more readily than his obscure poems9 of a rather 
caustic natureo Thomson9 s. essays appeared in such London 
periodicals as The London Investigator  ̂Tajt8 s Edinburgh 
Magazinen National Reformer* The Secularistn Pope8 s 
Tobacco Plantn The LiberalTortnightly Review« and 
several others e Because the circulation of these was 
relatively small (but still greater than that of his 
poems) $ hB0V0 ri attracted little notice. Yet some of his 
finest thinking is exhibited in these articlesg and they 
help to outline this second stage in his maturing poetic 
vision. ,

11 Proposals for the Speedy Extinction of Evil and 
Misery" (1868) is Swiftian in its satire. Thomson8 af
fecting a highly serious tone, suggests that the way to 
remove evil and misery from the world is to first reform 
merig and then reform nature. (If nature refuses to oblige9 
man is to threaten her with his own mass suicide!) By 
setting up a central committee of three (the Trinity 
being a favorite governing board) and making specific 
recommendations for its 'operation; "B.V." gives the im
possible proposal that degree of truth needed to make the 
piece absurd. He goes so far as to suggest dues be re
quired of members (and fixes their amount) so that agents 
can be paid to spread the word (that if all men tried; evil

a
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and misery woaid be exterminated) to unenlightened parts 
©f the globe 1 Thomson■clearly exhibits a dista&te for the 
htaman let9 brought about by Fate and sounded by the siren* 

In “Bumble 9 Bumbledom,, Bumbleism" (1865) the author 
attacks the philistine nature of the typical Victorian*
He bitterly remarkse “Gur present literature is so de
votedly subservient to Bumble* that I think it may be safe
ly asserted that there are not half-a-dozen thoughtful and 
powerful writers ?B<aW in England* writers able to earn a 
good livelihood with the pen* who have ever attempted since 
they were mature frankly to publish their thoughts and 
feelings on subjects interdicted by Bumble; that is to say* 
on precisely the most important and urgent problems in 
religion and sociology*H This belief allows him to con
clude* in "Per Gontrag The Poet* High Art* Genius",that 
"High Art- and Creative Genius.exercise now * * * as little 
influence on the broad world as they ever did" not only 
because of the philistine nature of the reader* but also 
because those great old epithets of great old works no 
longer fit the new forms of Victorian literature* Because 
Victorian literature did not contain "a distinct intellec
tual effort" it had grown effeminate* and was a toy only* 
Thomson urges that "A poem is praised above all else for 
this* that it is the expression of eternal truth and 
beauty* not of transitory accidents*"



-In "An .Evening With. Spenser" (1865) l!B0V c 11 reviews 
and praises stanzas 53» 5^9 579 59» 60 and 76 of Cant© Ten 
of the "Faerie Q,ueene0" The author points out Spenser’s 
successful use of allegory, and thereby communicates his 
own propensity for this literary form6 He attributes its 
unquestioned success to Spenser’s age and the one following 
it as well to the artistry of.the poets "What an age was 
theirsS The Bible newly set free from its monastic prison- 
house, and the veil of the temple rent in twain from the 
top to the bottom by the earthquakes of the Reformation; 
the languages'-and literature of Greece and Rome just be
come universal- scholarship, physical science just beginning 
to awake from its long swoon, and a New World of marvels 
half discovered in the West*" Thomson appears to cherish 
that age over-his own, perhaps- because he sees in it that 
eternal truth and beauty, instead of "transitory accidents«, 
In his own society there were few real men, he believedo 
What few there are, he says in "Open Secret Societies" 
(1865), "abound rather among the poor and ignorant who 
wrestle naked with the fierce myrmidons of destiny, than 
among the rich and learned who fight within golden armour 
and shoot,scientific missiles from afar,* Yet men in 
general mishandle their lives, and the idea of immortality 
is laughable to "B0Y 0"; "immortality! why the most of us 
don’t know what to do with this one little personal life, 
and might well wonder how we came to be promoted to the
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dignity:' theireof the claim to immortallty Is the claim
to he trusted with millions of pounds, because one had
shown himself unfit to be trusted with sixpence^

In a. much more abbreviated form siiailar expressions
occur in Thomson8s epigrams* MIn A.̂ Christian Churchyard81
dismissed immortality in a clipped manners

This, field of stones* he said*
May. well call forth a sigh;
• Beneath them lie the dead,
@» them the living lie*

“.Poor Indeed* summarizes Thomson8s views on .Victoria8 s
economy and societys

The earth is the lord8s and the fulness thereof0 
The country and also the towns;

©nr dear old Queen, is our . only sov0 8
And she8s hardly worth three crowns; /

And. we. very much fear when her loss we deplore„
The sovereign or crown we shall never see. moreo

Considering the. opinions and attitudes set forth
by “BoV*81 in*.-these essays, epigrams, and already cited
poemsj, the appearance of his cockney poems, 11 Sunday Up the
River, “ MSunday at Hampstead, “ and “Low Life, ** is unexpectedo
The tone, is: light and the events are. of. a holiday involve
ihg young members of the. working class* The presence of
these poems can be explained by two reasons* Although John
Heath-Stmbbs. refers to these lighter poems of “BoV*11 as

l b  ."vulgar sentimentalism, they have a lasting warmth and 
seharm*

lb * John Heath=>Stubbs, The hark li ng. Plain 
(London, 195.®) $ p* 113*
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Imogens Walker says that the subject matter of these
Cockney poems was suggested by Thomson8s associates at the
time© "At the Secular Society parties his fellow guests
were members of the working class, clerks, shopkeepers8
assistants, underground guards, seamstresses, charwomen,
provisioners" (Imogene Walker, p© 62)® And in "Vane8s
Story" Thomson describes these himself;

The mere tame weekly gathering 
O.f humble tradesmen, lively clerks.
And fair ones who befit such sparks s 
Few merry meetings could look duller;
No wealth, no grandeur, no rich colour®
Yet they enjoy it; give a girl <" .
Some fiddle-=screeeh to time her whirl.
And give a youth the limpest waist
That wears a gown to hold embraced®

(11® 685-693)
In spite of the fact that the lines are clumsy (especially 
the last two), the poet must have had an interest or else 
the subject matter would not have found its way into 
poetry® Thomson finds interest in this gay-hearted aspect 
of his London society even during the period of his most 
bitter and gloomy poetry because he himself was subject to 
the same domination of varying moods he observed in most 
men© In his essay on sympathy , -"B©V©" observes that "in 
two moods of two several hours not a day asunder, a man8 s 
relations to the serious problems of life, may be and often 
are essentially opposite; that the one may burn with hope 
and faith, and the other lour black with doubt and despair;
and that there is no possibility of, reconciling (philo-
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sepkieally) this antagsmisiag since the tw@ are mutually
tanimtelligibleoW He quotes George Herbertt

0 what- a thing is mam.i hew. far frem p@wer8 
. Frem settled peace, and rest I 
He is seme twenty seyeral men at least 
Bach several hem?»

This second reason for gaiety in gloom seems as 
acceptable as another offered, by Miss Walker0 who says 
since the details of "Sunday Up the River" are "photo^ 
graphic rather than significant0 as in the ease of the 
8raamve pmrple shaded■ cravat and a red wool shirtP.M- 
(Imogene WalkerB p0 63) the. poems are only to give a 
' pietmre0- .However 0 Miss Walker admits that in ."Low Life". 
Thomsen succeeds in presenting more than a picture0 In 
this poem0 she says» "He suggested that man, is. by nature 
so egoeentrle that his sympathies are at best weak8 
shallow, and shert- lived*•*;. .Such perceptions show the 
poet has. an interest which goes below the surface0

It is probably this deep sympathy with his. fellow., 
man that is responsible for the eventual removal of the 
mere egotistical feeling of betrayal "BolTo "• had during 
this second stage in the development of his poetic visien0 
But until the vision of his betrayal passes, Thomson in
volves himself, successfully and lastingly, in reducing 
the values of nature, God, and society to n@thing0. His 
faith in the image of Matilda is replaced by bitternesso 
Yet by still believing in the power of allegery to embody



his s<bbsibi 11 tye t,B0VoM Bses the image of the siren0 Her 
effeet is strlklmg, mere s@ than that of the aagel because 
the analegies Thoms®ia comes to rely on arise not out of 
a past, tradition, but out of his own condition^ His life 
in London, and his. acquaintances there o' along with his. 
uncertain livelihood as a writer and. growing alcoholism, 
yielded those realities which supported the song of the 
siren© Description now had a purpose beyond itself be=> 
cause Thomson had driven through, by empirical observations, 
to the point where, his intellectual honesty will allow 
him to accept nothing unchallenged© But his bitterness 
becomes too often personal, and the poems, though closer 
to the truth of things (with regard to Thomson) than 
the early ones, are yet too egotistical to reflect the 
general condition© ilB©¥©w is still, involved in those 
transitory accidents" he himself deprecated in other 
literature©



CHAPTER IV

A Shadow

Unlike the first and second phases in the develop
ment of Thomson0 s poetic visi@n8 the last phase is nearly 
without the familiar influence of the poet8 s sweetheart0 
Her image is reduced to a bloodless, soulless, ineffectual 
shadowo In Part III of 11A Lady of Sorrow,11 Thomson writes, 
"The earth was become massy, substantial, intolerably 
oppressive, a waking nightmare; its inhabitants were no 
shadows; their lives were woven into no fantastic mime, 
but into a vast tragedy ruthlessly real; their passions 
were how far from merely scenicI" Because he felt crushed 
by the Sphinx of Fate in the desert of Life, and because 
he "recognized his brethern in the great Freemasonry of 
Sorrow," the "mystical potency" the image of the lost love 
had over the poet pervaded his consciousness as "the 
darkness of night pervades the air," The image no longer 
deceives, no longer mocks; it has become a vague and re
moved shadow which is detected only because the poet's 
consciousness of himself and his environment and his fellow 
man was awakened by the two earlier manifestations of the 
image of Matilda, Although the image of his sweetheart 
as angel only briefly kept the poet aloof from the suf-

5^
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body s
I was twain:

Two selves distinct that cannot join again;
One stood apart and knew but could not stir;
And watched the other stark in swoon and here.

(11 Gitys 11 IV, llo 71-7%) 
Consequentlyg, the poet has an ambivalent attitude^ the 
two sides expressed by the dialogue in section VIII„ 
Because he lost his soul, bitterness is expressed by 
one of the two men, who represents one side of the poet's 
experience:

The. vilest thing must be less vile than Thou 
Trom whom it had its being, G-od and Lord!
Creator of all woe and sin! Abhorred, .

Malignant and implacable!
(VIII, 11o 25-28)

But his ire is countered by the intellectual man of the 
couple, who embodies the mature poet's rationale. There 
is no use to berate a god because

The world rolls round for ever like a mill;
It grinds out death and life and good and ill;
It has no purpose, heart or mind or will,

(VIII, 116 36-38)
This second attitude is the consistent one throughout the 
poem and marks the poet at his most mature poetic vision. 
Yet section X is, as critics commonly agree and as Miss 
Walker clearly reveals (imogene Walker, p., 103), an ex
ample of that earlier romantic sentimentalism and is, 
therefore, a weakness in the poem. In this section the 
poet is identified with the young man mourning the death
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fering of humanity, its momentary success paved the way 
for his eventual betrayal. If there had been no angel, 
the appearance of the siren would have had much less 
effect; in fact, it could not have appeared at all. The 
change "BoV," undergoes during which he achieves a feeling 
for humanity and from which he derives a mature philosophy, 
occurs only after the siren first awakens him to the fact 
that he was fooling himself with his dreams and memories, 
and then recedes into the background, her image becoming 
nothing more than a shadow. The poet8s sympathies have 
been awakened with his betrayal, his self-econcern awakens 
him to the predicament others find themselves in, and he 
finds comfort in realizing he and mankind are joined in a 
community of interest. In this way he is able to lessen 
the weight of

Oh, I am left
Lonely, bereft!

In nA Lady of Sorrow" Thomson says that "All of human kind 
that ever lived, with all that are now living and all that 
are being born into life, all the members of the aeon of 
humanity, compose the solemn procession" of which he is now 
a part. The procession is grim, lightened only by comrade™ 
ship. The position the image once held is taken over by 
Thomson8s feeling for humanity, and the once inspirational 
angel turned powerful siren, becomes a dark shadow, which 
can be seen, but net felt„ Her role is passive, except
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for isolated instances where Thomson1s early sentiment
alism momentarily reappears (as in Section IV and X of 
“The City of Breadful Might11 )a

The feeling of brotherhood that Thomson acquires 
(after the siren and the feeling of “transitory accidents11 
are replaced by the shadow and a community of interest) 
finds expression in the opening of his most important 
poem, "The City of Dreadful Might" (187*0 :

Yes, here and there some weary wanderer 
In that same city of tremendous night.

Will understand the speech, and feel a stir 
Of fellowship in all-disastrous flights 

"l suffer mute and lonely, yet another 
Uplifts his voice to let me know a brother
Travels the same wild paths though out of sight«11

("Proem," 110 29"35)
It is a "sad Fraternity" to whom Thomson addresses the 
poem, one whose initiation requires

This dreadful strain 
Of thought and consciousness which never ceases0

(I, lib 7^-75)
In the desolate and somber city occupied by men of 

thought and consciousness, Faith dies in a cemetery, Love 
dies in a villa, and Hope dies in a "squalid house," while 
life goes on with the same rationale as a watch which has 
no hands nor dial of the hours: "Bereft of purpose, void
of use, still gOo" The detached observer of this, the 
poet, is admitted to the city because his soul was taken 
from him when his love died, leaving only his intellect and
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of a young girl (Matilda)» This gives a specificity 
inappropriate to the general tone of "The City" which, 
as Miss Walker says, "as a whole calls for generalized 
figures standing for whole groups of men" (imogene Walker, 
p0 104)o The scene of the young man and the dead girl 
does not, according to the critics, have a general appeal, 
and breaks down into transitory accident rather than sus
taining the community of interest0 The only merit of 
section X lies in the contrast it provides<, The mansion 
in which the poet finds the young man and dead girl is 
blazing with lights, while the rest of the city lies in 
darknesso This is to be the festival of the City, and 
it becomes more disturbing because the thing celebrated 
is death! However, the section throws the rest of the 
poem into relief and for this reason the discordant note 
it seems to strike can be partially excused,,

The romantic sentimentalism of section X is over
shadowed by the greatness of section XIV, where Thomson 
expresses, in dramatic form, the philosophy he has reached 
after years of searching* His intellectual honesty would 
not allow him to accept a philosophy which could not 
successfully overcome those contradictions common to the 
Victorian age0 He had to reject his early belief in the 
ability of MatiIda8 s soul to guide him to spiritual truth 
because her image remained to him such an abstraction, 
buried in the tradition of the beautiful woman, that it



wo eld. fled mo embodiment In material things 0 As an angel 
she .remained spiritual* “ was enable t© tramseemd the.
foroes of time and ©ironmstanee by ©emmmmimg with her Imp 
mortal so.ul0. He felt deeply this dissociation of 
sensibility and. intellectand foand ,he. had t© reject the 
concept of the immortal sottiU This .re jection was ae.== 
©omplished bitterly0 The tension of these middle poems 
lies in the attempted reconciliation between the' soul and 
the Blind where there are threads of orthodox faith and 
trust within the peetts consciousness but where there are 
also razor-sharp doubts (occasioned by the effects of time 
and circumstance9 manifested in transitory accidents| 
which threaten to cut off the poet from the spiritual 
worido Thomson-s povertyv his aloueness, his obscurity* 
his unattractive living conditions in London, and his 
alcoholism threaten his belief in.the power of love for 
and faith in the immortal soul to match these adverse 
material conditionso This, period of anxiety, during 
which Thomson cries out with a sincerity similar to Bonne 
inuthe Holy Sonnets0 awakens la the poet a new conscious
ness 0 Having discarded faith in Love and God, and 
realizing that nature is oblivious to men, the poet 
appears to have put a hole in the bottom of his own boato 
Yet he dev elopes .a system from this void by .which to live* . 
That void, becomes the basis of his new philosophy, and it. 
is successful against the ironies of. centradictionc
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Section XIV of "The City" sets forth the poet8s solution*
The voice of the preacher addressing the congregation
crowded into a vast cathedral in the city is the poet8s
voice* He says:

I have searched the hights and depthsc the scope 
Of all our universe8 with desperate hope 
To find some solace for your wild unrest*

(XIV9 11* 3^-36)
And after the search he is able to deliver authentic words;

Good tidings of great joy for you, for all:
There is no god* * * *

(XIV, 11* 39-40)
This little life is all we must endure.
The grave8s most holy peace is ever sure.

We fall asleep and never wake again;
Hothing is of us by the mouldering flesh.
Whose elents dissolve and merge afresh

In earth, air, water, plants, and other men*
(XIV, 11* 49-54)

I find no hint throughout the Universe 
Of good or ill, of blessing or of curse;

I find alone Necessity Supreme;
(XIV, 11* 73-75)

Lo, you are free to end it when you will*
(XIV, 11, 83)

Although these words cannot be made applicable to every 
man, they compose the heart of Thomson8s mature philosophy;

15* This idea of easeful death and cosmic 
interchange is not new with the "City"; it occurred 
as early as 1861 in "To Our Ladies of.Death," but in 
the earlier poem Thomson is seeking personal■release 
and had not yet extended this view to a general truth, 
as in the "City*"



he has- rejected' ©©d and immertality la faver of" necessity@ 
It was the result of* his intellectual honesty0

This section (ZIf) is praised by Miss Walker for 
its thought and. beauty s “Thomson always, wrote best when 
he felt most strongly^ when the Imte11ectmal-concept,he 
was attempting to express -was pregnant with ̂ emetion0-. Here 
the concept is. clear $ the t reatme.nt. is simple: - and lu©id8 
anclended- by rhetoric ©r trite poetic diction; and--the 
emotion is intense.0.. lifting the thought above mere phil= 
o-sophie. versification and transnmting- it into high -poetry0 
The section is. marked also by rlehg smooth, flowing mmsico 
Yet it is not- mellifluous nor cloying* When writing at 
his best, Thomson recognised fully the value of the--©o-m= 
menplaee work and the rough or Irregular line0- He 
recognised too the dramatic effectiveness:-of the. - simple 
ooBstrueticn.” (Imogene Walker, p» 1@7).» Because “Bofo11 
believed firmly in the doctrine of Necessity (,!I find 
alone Necessity Supreme “-.'I, and apparently saw the -natural 
manifestation of that doctrine in thematerial-world, its 
expression appears, a natural thing0 The belief arises from 
and.is expressed by observable realities0 The fictitious 
city of dreadful night achieves that reality necessary -for 
allegory to function because the allegory has ■succeeded- in 
establishing that authority arrived -at when numerous as= 
pects are bound together in a single ©me* The.- consistency.
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with which the various images in the poem are handled and 
the fact that they are all directed toward a single dramat
ic unity9 creates a willing suspension of disbelief* The 
idea embodied by the city is a reality for those who refuse 
to delude themselves with traditional and irrelevant reli
gious and philosophical systems* which do not have meaning 
to the melancholic personality0

Unddp such a resolute doctrine of necessity* the 
poet finds some comforts: a feeling of brotherhood with
fellow sufferers* the discovery of truth free of contradic
tions* a sense of power in fashioning poetry out of woe* 
the realization that life is really only a vary short night 
of pain* and* finally; a curiosity to "see what shifts are 
yet in the dull play*"

The poet continues to elaborate his thesis through
out the rest of the poem and reaches his highest poetic 
achievement in section XX, Here he recalls simply and 
clearly the history of man* which involves also the history 
of poetry and the history of the development of Thomson8s 
own vision* The multiplicity of meaning in the scene 
appears to have gone unexamined by critics* The section is 
a dramatic scene in three "acts*" the first revealing an 
angel standing before a sphinx (which represents circum
stance)* holding a sword as if about to strike* The angel 
is man armed with his religious beliefs* But also the 
stone image of the angel is poetry* characterized by
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orthodox faith, and more specifically, it is the young poet 
Thomson armed against Time and Circumstance with his belief 
in God and the immortality of Matilda's soul* As the poet- 
observer watches, the wings of the angel crash to the 
ground* Correspondingly,,man loses his angelic quality, 
becoming flesh only where there was once also spirit; poet
ry suffers a dissociation of sensibility from thought, 
becoming mere rhetoric, mechanistic and ornamental because 
it has no spiritual basis for expression; and MB.V." loses 
his faith and trust in the power of love and God, becoming 
frustrated by his failure to be inspired by Matilda's soul* 
The angel is left with the sword, its only defense against 
the sphinx since its angelic quality has been lost* What
ever caused the wings to fall (supposedly, the unyielding 
sphinx had destroyed religious values) now causes the 
threatening sword to crumble in the hands of the would-be 
wielder* The once-angel-become-warrior now stands defense
less* Man has no weapon, neither science nor philosophy, 
to combat Fate, Poetry stands helpless because it cannot 
hope to be useful without a spiritual meaning, and Thomson 
is left with no system into which he can incorporate ob
servable realities * All appear helpless before the power 
of Time and Circumstance, Finally, the head of the image 
falls and rolls between the paws of the sphinx* In this 
third and final act the mute figure of circumstance remains 
unconscious of this destruction* Man has burned himself



out resisting the oblivious sphinx, poetry has lost its 
power because it failed to overcome the ironies of contra
diction, and the poet, "BoVa11, welcomes the oblivion coming 
with death at the hands of Oircumstance0 The last section 
of the poem presents the resultant mood in a condensed 
form: Melancholy0 This great lady, fashioned by Thomson 
after the figure by Durer, embodies the belief that "every 
struggle brings defeat,11 Hone of, man's tools with which 
she is surrounded help to solve the problem of existence, 
Thomson concludes that life is a puzzling dream which has 
no secret to offer; all is vanity and nothingness.

The consistency with which the tone is maintained 
is responsible for the dramatic unity which involves the 
reader in the despair felt by the poet. But the despair 
is a resolution, not an embattlement, There is none of 
the earlier emotional bitterness and feeling of betrayal 
because this has been annealed by the feeling for humanity 
Thomson derives from it. Bitterness becomes lost in the 
larger Significance, In his article "Leopardi and the 
'City of Dreadful Night!'" appearing in Spectator (XLII,
Po-675), Lyman*Gotten says that the intense pessimism and 
melancholia of Thomson come from his heightened sensitivity 
and acute compassion for all suffering. Hence his 
intuitive realization of the essential evil of the uni
verse and the emotional impulse behind his intellectual 
pessimism. Considering the poems of "B,Y," chronologically.
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there is revealed a totally intellectual and conscious 
realization of the nature of things0 It is certainly not 
intuitive0 Neither is the universe revealed as Mevil11; it 
is simply indifferent,, There is bitterness expressed in 
the poem9 but it does not belong to the consistent view of 
the calm observer. The speaker who berates God (section 
VIII)„ together with the image of Melancholia are more 
bitter than resolvedg but these are not embodiments of the 
consistent tonec

The firm structure of the poem successfully in
corporates idea and mood and shows Thomson at the highest 
level of art9 working under the pervasive influence of the 
shadowo The natural embodiment of the idea in the fact 
arises because there is a dramatic and immediate relation
ship between the expression and the impulse0 Admittedly0 
this unity is fictionalized because it is expressed in 
allegory, but it becomes real as the allegory emerges 
successfully9 convincing the reader that what the poet 
believes to be true is embodied in those observable 
realities available to him. Each of the images that moves 
through the poem as well as the city itself is described 
so that there is no discrepancy between what Thomson says 
exists and what the reader may wish to exist<, Geograph
ically, the city is located on a slope, with a river on 
the south and west side, a wilderness to the north and 
west, and a sea some distance to the east„ It is dark
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except for street-lampsc It is a city of night; dark, 
somber, colorless, silent* It is the image of London as 
Thomson the insomniac knew it, described as he saw it after 
midnight, usually» Monotony of description is avoided by 
the many dramatic contrasts and by the varying stanza form* 
The seven-line stanzas, rhyming ababceb, compose the odd- 
numbered sections, while the even-numbered sections are 
predominantly six-line stanzas, occasionally altered by 
refrains, tercets, and quatrains* The seven-line stanzas 
are, as Miss Walker observes, "more purely speculative or 
reflective, offering generalizations, descriptions, moods," 
while the others are dedicated to "action, or the impression 
of action" (Imogene Walker, p. 114)„ David DeCamp (in 
Bxplicator, VII, $29) more generally believes that the 
restricted and consistent seven-line stanzas present con
crete reality in detail, while the freer stanzas provide 
dreamy descriptions* DeCamp8s dichotomy breaks down 
occasionally (as in section XVII, which presents much 
dreamy material in the "restricted" seven-line stanza) 
while that of Miss Walker is more nearly accurate*

Contrasts between bitter and resolved, intellectual 
and emotional, frustration and impotence, embodied in 
various characters provide additional variety within the 
poem in addition to the variety in the stanza form* George 
Meredith praised the poem in a letter to Thomsons

*0*1 have not found the line I would propose to recast *
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I have found, many •pages that n® other English poet 
cemXd have writt.©m0 Mewher© is th©. v©-rs© f eehl©p 
b©where • is • the ©xpressieB iBsimffi©ie-mt; the •majesty 
©f the 11 me has always its full e@Xaringp and naarolses 
under a banner0 And you accomplished this effect 
with the utmest sobriety0 with absolute self-mastery » 
o o There is a massive Impressivemess 1m section-XXI 
that , goes beyond Surer0 and takes it. imte upper re.-, 
gioBs where poetry is the. sublimation of the- mind of . 
mahp the voice of our highestp

The disappearance of the angel and siren - allowed -.the
emergence of true art; the shadow®s effect provided the
mood - while permitting Thomson ® s-. intelleet to operate in
control of his emotiOBo

With such praise by Meredith (dated April 2f0 1880B
and quoted by Salt„ pp., 11^—11.5) it is difficult to explain
the following years, of poetic inactivity» Walker attributes.
Thomson®s 88seven songless. years”, to his lack of time, It 

' ' ' • • • ' seems 18 needed to spend his. hours composing ■essays-to •
submit to periodicals in order to find even a meager !ive=»
lihoedp Yet these essays reveal much of the poet8s
mature thi®king0 Three are of especial Interest because
they present Thomson8s views on art and philosophical
systemso.

”®m the Worth of Metaphysical Systems” (May, 18^6)
denounces not only metaphysics0 but, all philosophical 
systemso Thomson writes, , ”By examining- any one of. the 
great systems as a system, we- seem to discern that its 
value consisted altogether in the value ,ef some.great 
thought s - or .noble -sentiments - embodied,in i t a n d  tbat



these were net improved bnfc injured by the • incerperati.en»#
Systems are like towers built to reaeh heavens up elose 
they seem t© reach it* but from a distance the discrepancy 
.is. revealed# Jfer Thomson8 all human activity which.la .in
volved in attempting to discover Umiversals is like !,a 
small colony of mice in a great cathedral8 getting a poor 
livelihood out of.Gommmnion crumbs and taper-dropptngs»
• ©o.uld any of them, by much deep speculation comprehend the 
origin* the plan* the purpose of the cathedral* the meaning 
of the altar* the significance of the ritual* the clashing 
of the bells*, the ringing ..of the chantsD the thunderous 
trepidation of the organ? Yet a mouse explaining the final 
causes of all these things would be incomparably less 
absurd than is a divine or sage expounding the mysteries of 
Mature or God#.? Thomson8s position is made clearer .in *A 
Few Words ©m the System of Spinoza11.. (June* . 187&)» He says 
that there is a "complete lack of demonstration and even of 
presumptive evi.d©nc© that it Qthe assumption that the 
8infinity of things8 rums parallel with the actual develop®, 
ment of the real world] is true beyond the system in the 
universe of Ilfe# If this fundamental objection cannot be 
overcome* and 1. am unable to convince myself how it can be 
overcome* the whole system as a system falls to the 
ground* it is a baseless castle in the air* a speculative 
figment* a matter of blind faith as certainly as any 
grossest superstition#" The only order Thomson saw in
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things was born of his intellect, and he expressed this 
order as he saw it embodied by observable realities0 
He rejected God because His hand was not seen; he rejected 
immortality as ludicrous because Matilda8 s soul never 
answered him; he rejected philosophy because it crumbles 
with passing cultures«, His intellectual honesty negated 
blind faith because it was “castles in the air®" Thomson8s 
spiritual world of infinities consisted of the here and now® 
What he saw was the base for his creed, that Necessity alone 
is supreme^ Because this belief found ready embodiment in 
the environment of “B®V®“, the poet could construct as mean
ingful and effective an allegory as "The City of Dreadful 
Night®"

The third important essay is "A Strange Book"
Cl879)e which reviews an experiment in spontaneous writing 
performed by Garth Wilkinson® The importance lies in the 
statements "B®V®" makes concerning inspiration, the poet, 
and poetry® Wilkinson believes that faith and not reason 
or will or imagination reveals those correspondences 
which relate natural objects to spiritual life® Because 
Thomson believes in the mystic power of genuine seers (men 
like Swedenberg and Blake), he says Wilkinson8 s experiment 
is worth consideration® "Poetry,1’ says Thomson, "inspira
tion, without fervour or feeling, is what I can no more 
conceive than music without vibration of the instrument and 
the surrounding air." Yet some gifted men with the spirit



of the inner illumination refuse to let their light shine9 
or they mis-use it0 “Maurice „ „ „ burying his genius in 
the deathly vaults of the mouldering English Church; » 0 6 
Newman dismembering himself of intellect and will, and 
perishing himself in the labryinths of the Roman Cata
combs; o « « Wilkinson immolating his splendid powers on 
the altar built of dead men's bones, of a demented dogma
tism more implacable than the old heathen altars of merely 
bodily human sacrifice*“ According to Thomson, these men 
misused their genius by applying their “inspirational 
discourses" for private ends* “B0V*“ says “The great 
symbolisms and analogies, as of warmth and love, light 
and intelligence, and their operations and effects, are 
universal and obvious to all, being wide as nature, includ
ing human nature; the petty, stark, minutely detailed 
symbo11sm and analogies are merely arbitrary, fanciful, 
ingenious, personal, and their elaboration a mere trifling 
and waste of precious time, like the ivory carving and 
puzzle-boxes of the Chinese * * * are to the genuine and 
general what * * * conceits are to real imaginative 
poetry*“ Because he made this statement, Thomson no doubt 
realizes the weakness of his own early poems, and by the 
time he composed “The City of Dreadful Night," he had 
attained that community of interest with his fellow suffer
ers* Certainly “The City" is not a spontaneous outpouring 
of poetic genius; its inception was, however, the natural



outgrowth of the poet's consciousness of his environments 
The poem is built on an intellectual rather than an emo
tional foundation* but nevertheless contains "fervour11 and 
"feeling," not in the observer* but in the images which dom 
inate the poem and in the tension with which the allegory 
comes to life* The purpose of the poem is certainly not 
esoteric* Thomson clearly states his intent to produce a 
work in which similarly troubled people will find comfort 
in the "sad Fraternity0 " It is not * therefore* like the 
"carving and puzzle-boxes of the Chinese*"

The essential problem of whether or not faith can 
reveal those correspondences which relate natural objects 
to spiritual life is answered indirectly in the essay on 
Wilkinson* Clearly* as "B*V*" says* he deprecates, 
orthodox faith* but regards good poetry as inspiration 
which vibrates with emotion (as good music is produced 
by the vibrations of the instrument and the air)* Further
more* great symbols and analogies (the building blocks of 
allegory) are readily found universal to all* What remains 
apparently* is for someone with a poet8 s temperament to 
arrange and utilize these symbols and analogies (as they 
appear in observable realities) into an imaginative 
structure which will reveal an "inner illumination" of 
truth* The nature of this truth* for Thomson, is drear 
for the average man* But Thomson's mature definition of 
the ideal* good life* quoted by Forsyth in Essays in



Criticism (vo 1 e k-t 1963, p. 163) apparently from an obscure 
sourceg is saturated with a goodness not usually associated 
with "pessimists"; The good, ideal life is "knowing, and 
gladly accepting, and bravely working out your little part 
in the sublime economy of the universe; ever conscious of 
your insignificance as an isolated creature, but no less 
conscious of your lofty and divine significance as one 
flame of the universal fire, one note in the infinite 
harmony; without arrogance, selfishness, delusion, disdain, 
without hope or fear, or self-contradictory longing yet 
burning with pure aspiration," Key words here are 
"infinite harmony" and "aspiration," Considering the con
tent of Thomson8 s mature work it may be assumed that 
"infinite harmony" would be achieved by subscribing to the 
doctrine of Necessity, and "aspiration" probably invoIves 
the efforts of men to humanize their acts for the general 
well-being, in the face of time and circumstance, Thomson 
stresses humanitarianism while accepting necessitarianism; 
the two work well together im the view of a conscious, 
sympathetic poet who is looking for a way to avoid the 
ironies of contradiction,

Thomson's own "aspiration" is manifest in poems 
written, now, from a humanitarian, sympathetic point of 
view0 Once again in these last poems the image of Matilda 
appears. But it is regarded with an objectivity not before 
possible. In the unpublished poem "l Had 4 Love" (1876),
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,!B0V o 11 realizes his years of woe were arid waste* But out 
of these years arose his own poetic art8 which offered a 
relief from sorrow in its expression;

Songs in the desert! Songs of husky breath!
And undivine despair;

Songs that are Dirges$ but for Life not Death;
Songs that infect the air

Have sweetened bitterly my food and wine.
The heart corroded and the Dead Sea brine*

(Ridler, 11* 37-^2, P". 206)
The transformation of sorrow to song is as

Funeral black to royal purple glows.
And corpses stand up kings from long repose*

(Ridler, 11. 59-60, p. 206) 
This is a quite different thing from simply recalling old 
memories„ The old notion that Matilda’s soul will in
spire him is changed; his inspiration lies in the sorrow 
itself rather than in the memory of and anxiety for her 
immortal soul to draw the poet out of his agony. "B.V." 
can only write what he sees to be true, and his honest 
perceptions dictate the.expression of sorrow. The earth 
is a

Many-insect-peopled drop of dew
Exhaling in a moment from the view.

(Ridler, 11. 95-6, p. 207) 
Existence is transitory, ending in nothingness. In "A 
Voice from the Mile," Thomson says in the rale of the 
river;

With the great Empires still the great Creeds change;
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They shift, they change9 they vanish like thin dreams. 
As unsubstantial as the mists that rise 
After my overflow from out of my fields®

(11® 132-135)
The idea of unsubstantiality is carried out simply and
directly with;

For thirty generations of my corn 
Outlast a generation of my men.
And thirty generations of my men 
Outlast a generation of their gods®

(11® 193=196)
The Mile, "Most like the serpent of eternity," is the only 
enduring thing® The rest is dreams, a fact men find alien 
to their creeds®

Thomson’s views of dreams and dreaming have 
changed, and the difference reflects his maturation® At 
first, dreams were escape devices, and in them the young 
poet believed he could achieve a union with the radiant 
and immortal soul of his dead love® The world from which 
he desired to escape into dreams (through memories) was a 
too harsh reality® But in these late poems, "B®V®" firmly 
believes the present harsh, agonizing world is dreams®
The conviction that

We are such stuff 
As dreams are made of, and our little life 
Is rounded with a sleep

enters his mature poetic vision freely® His own life and
surroundings are transitory, minute specks in the flow
of time. The only permanence comes with death and
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oblivion; the spiritual after-life of religious men is 
translated by the poet into a state of restg without 
conseiousnesse

Lo, you are free to end it when you will*
Without the fear of waking after death*

("City*" XIV8 11* 83-84)
This world is transitory and dream-like; oblivion and 
death are permanent and constitute the true reality* A 
comfort in this unsubstantial world is the expression of 
its unsubstantiality and the realization that all sorrow 
will pass away with oblivious death*

"The Poet and His Muse11 (1882) shows well how 
Thomson8s inspiration is no longer that of pleasant 
memoriese , His muse was once young and fair, as he would 
like to remember her:

So rich to heart and brain and singing voice.
So quick-to shed sweet tears and to rejoice 
And smile with ravishing grace*

(11, 105-107)
This description was of the past, when MB*V." was writing 
his early poems* But now his muse appears a phantom of 
that earlier beauty* Her change, she says, was brought 
about by the poet8s own withered brain and heart * Now, 
she concludes, there is only 11 Dead faith, dead love, dead 
hope, in hollow breast and brow*11 The muse describes her
self as

...dishevelled dank with dews of night,
Reluctantly constrained to leave my tomb;



Witek eyes that have fer ever lest- their light ;
My vestmre memlderiag with deep death0 s .disgra©e0 
My heart as ©kill and bl@©dless as my faee0 
My f@rekead.like. a stese.g 

My spirit sightless as my eyes are sightless£,
My imm@st beimg aervelessp seiallessj, light less 0 
My joyous singing voice a harsh septalekral m@am»

(Ho 61*7®)
The poem-©loses with the p@et 8s desperate cry s

Dear M$ase0 revive8, we yet may dream amd l@v© and 
Singl

, Cl.= ISO)
These ©losing Words weald seem t© suggest the

poet °. s desire t@ return t@ the escape offered by pleasant
mem@ri.eso Bat because the l@.ve theme reappears in a new
light in "Me Heard Her Sing* (18.81.) and elaborates- Thomsen®
lmtemt.i@m0 the ©l@si.ng line ,@f “The. Peet and His Mmse". ©am
be ,@@rre©tly interpreted (theagh it was written ©me year
later)o The revitalized l@ve theme serves t@ produce
poetry rather than being celebrated bgr poetry* This
poetry arises out ..of. love 5 it is net superimposed @h the
em@ti@B0 Imogen© Walker most aptly describes Thomson0©
artistic endeavor in this p@em.s

The heart of the work is Thomson’s Impressionistie 
description of a song @.f .l@v.e0 a description which 
attempts to translate music into material imageryo 
• It is first a tree, whose roots - fill, 'the sea0 whose 
branches fill, the sky; its leaves are the clouds0 
its silver.fruit the stars* • •Tot the .stars are the 

' metes* the moon the voice of the song; Then- it is 
a mighty fountain.* whose shaft is a column of .light, 
whose spray is the clouds0. The night is a shell for 
the music.o Technically0 the description amounts only 
to an expanded metaphor1 but the subtlety with which 
Thomson worked it out8 the effectiveness and beauty9

mailto:mem@ri.eso
mailto:l@si.ng
mailto:l@v.e0
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the emotion, the feeling of spontaneity, and above 
all, the illusion of life with which he invested it, 
are absent in the dry term "expanded metaphor"

(Imogene Walker, p® l6j>)
The discovery "BeV." made about the relationship between 
his ideas and their expression, brought about by his 
eventual perception of how observable realities are 
transformed into art, was that poetry as an expression 
could not be laid on top of an idea; it had to come forth 
out of the idea® "The City of Breadful Night" is a 
successful allegory because the imagery and dramatic 
unity are the natural expression of the poet's idea® Bare 
instances of this organic unity are found in earlier poems, 
such as "Hater Tenebrarum," and parts of "Vane's Story," 
and "Doom of the City®" The middle poems are not much 
more successful, mainly because Thomson was too egocentric 
at the time, being involved with transitory accidents in
stead of the larger community of interest® Yet this 
egocentrism revealed to him the suffering in the world, 
and brought to him the harsh reality of time and circum
stance, Out of this rose his realization that poetry is 
produced by the sensations brought by external, observable 
realities rather than by the poet's desire to celebrate 
unembodied propensities® His intellectual honesty saved 
him because it demanded evidence® His attempt to translate 
a love song into visual imagery in "He Heard Her Sing" is
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sucessful because his expanded metaphor discovered a con
vincing union between the music and objects in nature0 

Another example of Thomson8s mature ability to 
provide a convincing union between the intangible and the 
concrete is "insomnia" (l88l)0 Though this poem does not 
deal with the love-theme, it provides evidence of the 
poet8s success in making ideas concrete. "insomnia" 
relates, graphically, the grim passing of the night hours 
for the wakeful poet. Because he is "sleepless and im
potent to madness" he must suffer. Shadowy presences 
stand by the poet8s bed and cannot leave until he sleeps. 
But their presence keeps him awake! Consequently, before 
him the hours become

black waste of ridge walls, hour by hour apart. 
Dividing deep ravines.

(11. Ilk-115)
The poet passes each hour as though he were crossing
these ravines:

Thus I went down into the first ravine.
Wearily, slowly, blindly, and alone.

Staggering, stumbling, sinking depths unseen.
Shaken and bruised and gnashed by stub and stone; 

And at the bottom paven with slipperiness,
A torrent-brook rushed headlong with such stress 

Against my feeble limbs,
Such fury of wave and foam and icy bleakness 
Buffeting unsupportably my weakness 
That when I would recall dazed memory swirls and 

swims «
(11. 121-130)

And after he has crawled, panting and perspiring up the
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opposite side of the ravine, he 11. e e lay supine half-dead 
and heard the bells chime Twoe 11 The startling reality of 
the chiming bells makes the struggle all the more real and 
horrible® The reader does not only read about the poet8 s 
agony, but he experiences it directly because Thomson has 
so well joined the idea and the expression® He has ex
pressed the unknown successfully in terms of the known®

The poetic genius of James Thomson depends on these 
late triumphs® There was success only when the image of 
his lost love became a shadow, thus allowing the poet * s 
inspiration to well up from within himself„ As an angel 
or siren, the image suppressed Thomson8 s poetic nature and 
kept his poetic vision limited® The poetry written under 
earlier influences of the courtly-love tradition and 
Shelley was decorative, imitative, artificial, and ego
centric.



CHAPTER'V

Conclusion

The development of Thomson8 s poetic vision in 
three stages is actually the development of his own 
consciousness* marked by. a growing personal integrity.
The poet8 s discovery of truth was achieved when he allow
ed his intellectual honesty full control* During the 
first stage of his poetry* Thomson listened not to the 
sounds of life around him but to the empty whisperings 
of an angelo There was no connection between this 
whispering and the clatter and crash of London during 
the nineteenth century* But the conditions and circum
stances of the times made it impossible to find workable 
truths in a spirit buried in the glossiness of outworn 
traditions6 Consequently* the trust and faith llB,Ve 11 
had placed in the isolated spirit of his dead sweet
heart was betrayed* Since Thomson saw no evidence of the 
workings of Matilda8 s supposedly immortal soul* he bitterly 
rejected religion and philosophy as defenses against time 
and circumstance, Yet the inspiration during the second 
stage * taking on the form of a siren* worked no better 
spells * (There was again evidence of her inspiration* 
but the poetry was torturous and agonizing in its
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immature emotionalism,,) Mot until the image was reduced 
to an ineffectual shadow does t,B eV.M evaluate the circum
stance as he finds it® In "A Lady of Sorrow1’ the poet 
says8 "The angel spake not with sounding speech 0 =, <>; 
the Siren articulated no earthly language » . .; but the 
Shadow speaks ® „ in terrene tongue „ e 011 The "terrene
tongue" gives a vitality and truth to the late poems of 
Thomson as it transforms his ideas into realities® His 
allegory is most successful here^ and "B0V." writes his 
own personal conclusion to the history of that poetic 
device® Allegory depends on audience participation; 
that is, readers must believe in the possibility of 
reality of those ideas the poet is expressing® The poet's 
job is not to affirm the existance of an unknown world of 
ideas, but to explore and reveal the nature of that world 
which his audience already possesses a propensity to 
believe in® The audience must be willing to accept the 
authority of the artist® His workB however8 must provide 
them with visible proof that his ideas have meaning and 
value in this present reality®

Thomson has received only a portion of credit due 
him because his audience refused (and still refuses) to 
accept the ideas he has embodied in concrete facts through 
realistic detail. The striking and natural way "B®V„" has 
transformed observable realities into an intellectual 
thesis is negated by an alien public, even though the



authority behind the allegory is often convincing. Henry 
James summed up the power of the public in his critical 
essay "The Art of Fiction.11 He says, "Nothing will ever 
take the place of the good old fashion of 8 liking8 a work 
of art or of not liking its the most improved criticism 
will not abolish that primitive, that ultimate test." 
Although the merit of Thomson lies in his "driving through 
to its ruthless conclusion his empirical observation of the 
world and Nature," as Forsyth says, there still remain in
fluential critics (such as Jeanette Marks) who, while 
giving Thomson recognition with one comment, snatch away 
even more with statements like, "Thomson did not have the 
social, intellectual, or personal fibre for moral idealism. 
This is primitive criticism, which is also powerful because 
it appeals to an uninformed public. Thomson1s sense of 
futility, people rationalize, arises from his lack of 
spiritual energy to remain undefeated in the face of advers 
time and circumstance. This undefeatb however, resulted in 
Tennysonian idealism, where love and life become worthwhile 
because they continue in a world beyond the senses. Who 
moves more surely, Thomson in his empiricism by which he 
dismisses delusion, or a poet working through emotional, 
often sentimental intuitions? The poetry of "B.V." reveals 
best the answer. When Thomson wrote out of emotion and 
sentiment his poetry had no meaning. When he wrote from 
actual experience;his work achieved true harmony, Thomson*
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intellectual strength, is revealed by his rejection of a 
guidingg dogmatic creed in favor of the "absolute empire 
of accidento" At no time is there a greater need for 
religion than during a period of religious doubte But 
Thomson abandons his beliefs when they fail him, and 
strikes out uncompromisingly to rediscover the mystery of 
existence. His belief that human life is pointless and 
fortuitous demands new expression, Thomson’s total re
jection of the traditional metaphysic allows him to cross 
that "darkling plain" so that new Ideas amd standards more 
applicable to the time can be worked out. This wins the 
laurel Heath-Stubbs bestows on Thomson, Unless poets are 
willing to travel that "darkling plain" of intellectual 
honesty and total consciousness9 where thought and 
consciousness properly discard illusion, they cannot ex
press truth, "B,V»" expressed that "inner illumination” 
reserved for poets as he saw it. His truth was not liked 
and accepted because it destroyed illusion and false 
security,

While Thomson’s poetic vision matured so that he 
rejected illusion, it did not mature so that he could pro
vide a new cosmology. If poets are the legislators of 
the world (though unacknowledged), they are expected to 
provide a system of organized realities which allows man 
a happier grasp of his environment, Thomson fails to 
provide more than disproof. The last poems do not

)
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legislates and Thomson1s final intellectual position 
does not allow the emergence of a new metaphysic. He 
reaches a very dead end® Men need not create illusion 
since that is deceiving; men should not aspire since to 
do so is hopeless; men cannot love since loving is 
meaningless6 Dead faith, dead hope, dead love„ All is 
vanity and nothingness„

Perhaps if Thomson had not died at forty-eight, 
the victim of poverty and alcoholism, he would have 
eventually worked out a more pleasant cosmology0 Certainly 
his very last poems (as "He Heard Her Sing") show a new 
vitality® As it is, his contribution to English litera
ture lies in his deprecation of those values his own age 
sought to revise and revive instead of reject® His own 
life made and unmade him® Because Thomson was never 
blessed, his empirical nature revealed to him a desert 
instead of an Eden® He found ample embodiment for his 
"discovery®" He learned to write worthy poems® But with 
no more than nothingness to write about, the "City of 
Dreadful Might" culminated his expression® There was no 
more extension of himself, no more projection possible® 
George Meredith writes;

I have now the conviction that the taking away of 
poverty from his burdens would in all likelihood 
have saved him to enrich our literature ® ® ® ® He 
had the thrill of worship of moral valiancy 
as well as of sensuous beauty® . ® . He probably 
had, as most of us have had, his heavy suffering 
on the soft side. ® ® ® He might have worked clear
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of it to throw it off, if circumstances had been 
smoother and brighter about him. . . .  A domestic 
centre of any gracious kind would have sheathed 
his over-active, sensational imaginativeness, 
to give it rest, and enable him to feel the de
light of drawing it forth bright and keen of edge.

But beside these remarks must be placed thoughts of
the poet himself. Thomson believed art was a substitute
for living, and in his poem "Art" he says dissatisfaction
is the creative forces

Singing is sweet; but be sure of this.
Lips only sing when they cannot kiss.
Had she let his arm steal round her waist 
Would the lovely portrait yet be traced?
Who gives the fine report of the feast?
He who got none and enjoyed it least.

While Thomson8s unfortunate life probably produced his
despair and pessimism, more importantly, it created in
him the need to create. He got none of the feast, but
he gave a true report of it.
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